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ABSTHAl’T
By techniques of algebraic topology, one may extend 
the notion of boundary in manifolds to arbitrary topological 
spaces. We apply these notions to the study of topological 
lattices. Certain points are shown always to lie in the 
boundary, e.g. complemented points. A variety of con­
sequences follow. A typical result is that any compact, 
finite dimensional, complemented, modular topological lattice 
is totally disconnected.
A recent major advance in the theory of topological 
lattices is the result that any compact distributive 
topological lattice of finite breadth n can be embedded 
topologically and algebraically in a product of n compact 
chains. This result follows from the study of the meet 
irreducible elements (an element x is meet irreducible 
if whenever x = aAb, then x = a or x = b). We 
investigate the effect of the structure of the irreducible 
elements on the structure of the lattice for non-distributive 
lattices. Pursuant to these studies certain sublattices 
of the two cell are classified according to the behavior of 
their meet irreducible elements. The results are used to 
study non-distributive lattices. The main result is that a 
compact topological lattice of finite breadth whose meet
iv
irrcdueLbles are the union of n chaina can be embedded 
in a product of n compact chains by a join preserving 
I lomeomo rph ism.
Finally we consider the following problem. Given a 
finite sublattice A of a compact, connected, modular, 
metric topological lattice L , characterize the minimal 
compact, connected sublattice S c L such that A c S . In 
case A is the sublattice generated by two unrelated 
elements of L , then S is topologically isomorphic to 
I x I .
v
INTRODUCTION
Recently J. D. Lawson and B. Madison [37] gave a 
cohomological definition of "boundary points in arbitrary 
topological spaces. In Chapter II we study these boundary 
points in topological lattices and semilattices. A. D. 
Wallace [48] proved that central elements of a lattice 
belong to the n-Rim. We show that meet complemented 
elements are peripheral. In [12] T. H. Choe proved that 
certain compact complemented modular topological lattices 
are totally disconnected. Using the results from our study 
of peripheral elements we generalize Choe1s results for 
finite dimensional lattices.
Embeddings of compact distributive topological lattices 
have been given by Lawson [32] and by K. A. Baker and 
A. R. Stralka [10]. In Chapter III we obtain an embedding 
of certain compact topological lattices of finite breadth 
as a subsemilattice of a finite product of compact chains.
The result of Baker and Stralka is a corollary. Also in 
this chapter we give conditions for AaB to be a sublattice 
of a modular lattice when A and B are chains.
In Chapter IV. we investigate topological lattices of 
breadth two. We characterize those compact, connected 
topological lattices whose meet irreducible elements are
the union of two arc chains. We extend these results to 
those lattices whose meet irreducible elements are the 
union of three arc chains. Finally, these results are used 
to show the example of D. E. Edmondson [24] of a modular, 
non-distributive, compact, connected topological lattice 
is minimal, i.e. given the sublattice A = [0,a,b,c,l} of 
a compact, connected, modular, metric topological lattice 
L , any minimal compact, connected sublattice of L which 
contains A is topologically isomorphic to Edmondson's 
example.
vii
CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES
This chapter contains some of the basic concepts and 
theorems we will need in this dissertation. Those results 
which are not listed as theorems may be used later without 
reference.
I. Topological Preliminaries
The empty set is denoted by □. Set inclusion is
denoted by c , If A and B are subsets of a set X ,
then A\B is the set of elements of A that are not
elements of B . If Gt is a collection of sets, then n A
Aec?
denotes the Cartesian product of the sets in O . The 
Cartesian product of two sets A and B is denoted by A x B .
We assume that all topological spaces are Hausdorff. 
If A is a subset of a topological space X , then A° 
denotes the interior of A, A* denotes the closure of A, 
and F(A) denotes the boundary of A, i.e. F(A)=A*H (X\A)* . 
A neighborhood of a point x e X is a subset A of X such 
that x e A°.
All other set theoretic and topological notation 
will be consistent with that of [29]. We shall use without 
reference standard topological results presented therein.
2Tn particular we shall use the theory of Moore-Smith 
convergence and the character}nation of closed sets, compact 
sets, and continuous functions in terms of nets.
The following theorem is due to R. J. Koch [30jP*3991*
Theorem 1.1. Let A he _a closed subset of the compact 
space X and suppose that f :Y x X ■+ X i.s continuous. If 
Cya )aCD clusters at y e Y  and if A) )aeD is a tower
such that f (y^ , A) c f (yn , A) whenever a <3, then
~ _ Ui P  * 1 ~
f <y 'A > ■
II. Relations And Partially Ordered Sets
A relation on a set X is a subset of X XX. If X is 
a topological space and R is a closed subset of X x X, 
then R is a closed relation. A relation is reflexive if 
(x,x) e R for each x e X, antisymmetric if (x,y)e R and 
(y,x)e R imply x = y, and transitive if (x,y)e R and 
(y,z)e R imply (x,z)e R . A partial order is a reflexive 
antisymmetric, transitive relation. A partially ordered 
set is a pair (X, , where X is a set and < is a
partial order on X. If (x,y)e < , we write x < y; If
(x,y)e < and x / y, we write x < y.
If R is a relation on X and AcX, then 
L(A) = {x e X: (x,a) e R for some aeA),
M(A) = (y e X : (a,y) e R for some aeA),
C(A) = L(A) n M(A).
The lower set, of x Is L({x]) and is denoted h,v L(x);
the upper set of x is M([x)) and is denoted by M(x); if
a<b , then the interval from a to b is [a,b] =
[x e X:a_<x<;b3 . A set AcX is decreasing if L(A) <= A
and increasing if M(A) c A. The set A is increasing if and
only if X\A is decreasing. The next theorem is due to L. 
Nachbin [39]«
Theorem 1.2. Let R be ji closed relation on _a 
topological space X . If A _is _a compact subset of X , 
then L(A) i_s closed.
A subset A of a partially ordered set X is convex if
x,ze A and x < y < z  imply y e A .  If X isa
topological space and the partial order < is closed,then
X is called a partially ordered topological space. If X 
has a basis of open, convex sets, X Is said to be locally 
convex. Nachbin [39, pp. 25-49] has shown the following.
Theorem 1.3. L? X Jjs a_ compact partially ordered 
topological space, then X jLs locally convex.
Corollary 1.4. Let X be a, compact partially 
ordered topological space. If x e X and U _is jan open 
set containing x , then there exists _a closed, convex 
neighborhood of X which is _a subset of U .
Proof. Since X is locally convex and regular,
4I.hero exist an open, convex set V and an open sol. W snob 
{.hat xc W and P c V c U  . By Theorem 1.2 and Its dual 
M(W*) and L(w*) are closed; hence C(W*) is closed. If 
a,c e C(W*) and a<b_<c , then b e L(W*) and b e M(W*); 
thus b e C(W*); and therefore C(W*) is convex. Hence 
C(W*) is a closed, convex neighborhood of x and 
C(W*) cr C(V) c V c U.
An element x of a partially ordered set is maximal 
(minimal) if M(x) = (x) (L(x) = [x]). The next theorem is 
due to A. D. Wallace [45].
Theorem 1.5* Let X be _a compact partially ordered
topological space. Then every element of X lies in the
lower set of some maximal element and in the upper set of 
some minimal element.
A subset C . of a partially ordered set X is a chain
if x,y e C implies either x < y or y <; x . If X is
a partially ordered topological space, a subset C of X is 
an arc chain if C is a compact, connected chain. For 
each x e C, the sets M(x) H C and L(x) fl C are closed.
If these sets are taken for a subbasis for the closed sets 
of C , then the resulting topology is called the interval 
topology. The interval topology agrees with the relative 
topology since C is compact.
A subset A of a partially ordered set is order-dense
if a,e e A and a < c imply there exists b e A such that
a v 1) < c. If X is a partially ordered topological
space, L. E. Ward, Jr. [51] has shown that an arc chain is 
order-dense and also a compact order-dense chain is 
connected] thus a compact order-dense chain is an arc chain.
If X and Y are partially ordered sets and f is a
function from X into Y, then f is order-preserving if 
x,y e X and x < y imply f{x) < f(y). The unit interval 
I is an arc chain with respect to the order inherited from 
the real numbers. If C is a metric arc chain, then there 
exists an order preserving homeomorphism from C onto I .
[53, P.30].
III. Topological Lattices And Semilattices
Let X be a partially ordered set. If every pair 
of elements of X has a greatest lower bound (least upper 
bound), then X is a meet (join) semilattice. If X is 
both a meet and a join semilattice, then X is a lattice.
When we use the term semilattice we shall mean meet
semilattice. If a,b e X, then aAb(aVb) will denote the 
greatest lower bound (least upper bound) of a and b ] 
aAb is called the meet of a and b ] aVb is called the 
join of a and b . If a collection of elements (x„3„,_A
1 1 , 1  U t  /"l
has a meet (= greatest lower bound) (join = least upper
bound), it will be denoted by A x „ ( V„x„): if B is a 
1 ae A a ae A a
6subset of a semilattice S we write AB for g^g"13 *
If we define ab = aAb for all a,b in a semilattice S,
then S with this multiplication is a commutative
idempotent semigroup. Conversely, if S is a commutative, 
idempotent semigroup, then S is a semilattice with respect 
to the partial order <. defined by a < b if and only if 
ab = a. The details of this topic may be found in 
[16, pp. 23,24]; for topological semigroup theory see [26].
If S Is a semilattice (lattice) and A is a subset
of S , the semilattice (lattice) generated by A is the
smallest sub-semilattice (lattice) of S which contains A; 
it is denoted by <A> in either case since which one is 
meant will be clearly indicated where ever confusion might 
occur.
A semilattice S is a topological semilattice if S 
is a topological space and the function m:SxS-»S defined 
by m(x,y) = xAy is continuous. A lattice is a topological 
lattice if it is a topological semilattice with respect to 
both a and v .
Theorem 1.6, Let S be _a topological semilattice.
i) The relation < jLs closed, 
ii) JLf S _is compact, then S has _a 0 .
iii) ^f U ijs an open subset of S, then M(U) 
is open.
7Proof. Let f(xa,ya))aeD be a net in < which 
converges to (x,y). Since x = x Ay. for all a and since
tx Cl Cl
by continuity of a the net (xaAya3aeD converges to XAy,
we have x = xAy. Thus (x,y) e <; therefore part i) holds.
For part ii) we assume S is compact. By Theorem 
1.5 and part i), S has a minimal element z . If x e S, 
then xaz < z , and since z is minimal, xaz = z . Thus z
is a zero for S . Clearly a semilattice can have at most
one zero.
Let p e M(U). Then there exists u e U such that 
u < p . Since pAu = u and A is continuous, there exists
an open set V containing p such that Vau c U . If y s V,
then yAu < y and yAu e U . Hence V c M(U). Since p
was arbitrary, M(U) is open.
The proofs of Corollary 1.4 and Theorem 1.6 are found 
in [32] and are included here for convenience. The next 
theorem is also found there.
Theorem 1.7 . Let S and T be topological semi­
group s and let f be a, continuous homomorphism from S 
onto T . If S jLs a topological semilattice, then T _is 
si topological semilattice and f ij3 order preserving.
Koch [31] has shown
Theorem 1.8. _If S _is _a compact, connected
8t.opologlcal semilnttlce, then every element of S 1! oa on 
an arc chain containing 0.
If L is an arc chain, then L is a topological
lattice. If f is a continuous meet (join) preserving
function from L onto a space M , then M is a continuum, 
i.e. a compact, connected, Hausdorff space, and so "by 
Theorem 1.7 is totally ordered. Thus M is an arc chain 
or a point. In a topological semilattice the translation 
by p which sends x to xAp for all x is a continuous 
meet preserving function; therefore the translate of an arc 
chain is an arc chain or a point.
In [5] L. W. Anderson has shown the following.
Theorem 1.9- A locally compact connected topological 
lattice is locally connected.
A lattice is distributive if XA(yVz)= (xAy)v(xAz) 
for all x,y,z. A lattice is modular if x < z implies 
xv(yAz) = (xVy)Az for all x,y,z. A lattice may be 
neither modular nor distributive and it may be modular but 
not distributive. A complete discussion may be found in 
[11].
A subset A of a lattice L is meet-irredundant if 
AB > aA for any proper subset B c A. The breadth of L 
is the least upper bound of the cardinalities of all the 
finite meet-irredundant subsets of L . Join-irredundant
9is defined dually and the "breadth of L is the same when 
either meet-irredundant or join-irredundant sets are used 
to define it [11]. The width of a subset A c  L, written 
w(A), is the cardinality of the largest subset of A each 
two of whose elements are unrelated. The notion of width 
is meaningful in any partially ordered set.
In [23] D. E. Edmondson has shown the following.
Theorem 1.10. JEf L jis _a connected topological 
lattice of breadth two, then L _is modular.
An element x of a meet (join) semilattice is meet 
(join) irreducible if x = aAb (aVb) implies x = a or 
x = b; x is meet(join) prime if aAb _< x (x < aVb) implies 
a < x or b < x (x < a or x < b). For distributive 
lattices the two notions coincide.
A lattice is complete if every subset has a greatest 
lower bound and a least upper bound. If A is a subset of 
a compact topological lattice L , then the 0(1) of the 
closed sublattice generated by A is a greatest lower 
bound (least upper bound for A). Thus L is complete. A 
net [xa3aeD in a complete lattice L order converges to x 
if v a x = a v x_ = x . We define a subset A c L to
Ot P/Ct p £X P/^ Ct p
be closed if whenever [xa) is a net in A and fxa)
order converges to x , then x e A. The complements of
the closed sets form a topology for L called the order
10
topology [11]. The next theorem is due to K. A. Baker 
and A. R. Stralka [10],
Theorem 1.11. Suppose that L _is _a complete lattice 
with finite breadth and that the operations of L are 
continuous with respect to order convergence. Then every 
element of L _is the meet of finitely many meet-irreducible 
elements (prime elements, if L jLs distributive).
TV. Algebraic Topology
The Alexander-Wallace-Spanier cohomology theory will 
be employed. The basic theorems and notation may be found 
in [42].
A topological space X is acyclic if the induced 
homomorphism f* of a function f from X to a point 
space is an isomorphism in all dimensions. The following 
theorem is due to Wallace [5°1-
Theorem 1.12. ^f S jLs _a compact, connected 
topological semilattice, then S _is acyclic.
In [37] J. D. Lawson and B. Madison have given a 
cohomological definition of boundary points of a 
topological space. A point x e X, a topological space, 
is marginal if for any open set U containing x , there 
exists an open set V containing x and contained in U
11
such that 1I*(X.,X\V) Is trivial; x is peripheral if for 
nn.y opr*n sot U containing x, there exists nn open sol, V 
containing x and contained in U such that the 
homomorphism i* :H* (XjX\V) -* H*(X,,X\U) induced by the 
inclusion function i is the trivial or zero homomorphism; 
x is an inner point if it is not peripheral. The next 
three theorems are in [37]5 the first two are due to Lawson 
and Madison and the third is due to K. H. Hofmann.
Theorem 1.13. In ji regular space X the following 
are equivalent:
1) the point x in marginal in X ;
2) for any open set U containing x , there exists 
an open set V containing x and contained in U 
such that the natural homomorphism H* (X) ■+ H* (x\V) 
is an isomorphism.
Theorem 1.14. The following are equivalent in a 
regular space X :
1) the point x in peripheral in X ;
2) the point x in peripheral in K , a_ neighborhood 
of x .
Theorem 1.15; Let X b£ _a compact space, T a_ 
topological space with distinguished point 1, and 
F:T x X -* X ja continuous function with F (ljx) = x for each
12
x g X . If p i_s an Inner point of X , then there i s an 
open set U containing 1 _so that If t ^s in the component 
of 1 in U , then p e F( (t) x X) .
We note that if T is locally connected we may 
choose U so that if t e U, then p e F({t}xx).
We shall use the dimension function, called 
codimension, defined "by H. Cohen [17]* if X has 
codimension less than or equal to n and A is a locally 
compact subset of X , then A has codimension less than 
or equal to n . The next two theorems are also from [371-
Theorem 1.16. JLf X jls _a locally compact space of 
finite codimension, then the set of inner points of X is 
dense in X .
Theorem 1.17. Let X Jse _a compact space of 
codimension n . JEf A _is _a closed subset of the set of 
peripheral points of L , then the codimension of A is 
less than n .
Lawson [36] has shown
Theorem 1.18. _If L jjs a locally compact, connected 
topological lattice, then the breadth of L jh3 equal to 
the codimension of L .
CHAPTER II 
PERIPHERAL ELEMENTS IN LATTICES
In this chapter we investigate the peripheral points 
in compact, connected topological lattices. The results
are used to show that certain classes of compact
topological lattices are totally disconnected. We also 
obtain some information about the codimension of the 
boundary of M(x) in topological lattices of finite codimension.
Definition 2.1. A topological semilattice S is said 
to have small semilattices at x if x has a basis of 
neighborhoods which are subsemilattices of S ; S has small 
semilattices if it has small semilattices at every point.
Following the example of Hofmann at the Second Florida 
Symposium on Automata and Semigroups we make the following 
definition.
Definition 2.2. A topological semilattice is a Lawson 
semilattice If it has small semilattices.
Lawson [331 has shown
Theorem 2.3. JCf S is a locally compact Lawson 
semilattice, then every compact subset of S jis contained 
in ja compact sub semilattice of S .
13
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Lawson and Madison [38] have proved that outpoints 
of compact, connected spaces are inner points. This result 
arid the next theorem locate all the meet irreducible 
elements of a semilattice.
Theorem 2.4. Let S be a compact, connected, 
locally connected Lawson semilattice. If p e S _Is meet 
irreducible and is not _a cutpoint of S , then p is 
marginal in S .
Proof. Let pe U, an open subset of S . Since p
is not a cutpoint of S , it is known [52] that there exists
an open set V containing p such that V c u and S\V is 
connected. Since V is open in S , S\V is closed; hence 
compact. If x,y e S\{p], then XAy e S\[p] because p is 
meet irreducible. Thus S\[p} is a locally compact Lawson 
semilattice. By Theorem 2.3 there exists a compact sub­
semilattice W c S\[p] such that S\V c W. Since S\V 
is connected, <S\V>* is a compact, connected subsemilattice 
of W . By Theorem 1.12 <S\V>* is acyclic; thus 
H*(S) -* H*(<S\V>*) is an isomorphism. Since 
S\V c < S\V >* c ¥ c S\ [p ], we have p e S\< S\V >* c V c U . It 
follows by Theorem 1.13 that p Is marginal in S .
It is known [37] that x marginal in X implies 
x is peripheral in X . The converse is not true however.
Corollary 2.5. Let L be _a compact, connected
15
topological lattice with small semilattices with respect 
to the meet operation. If p e L _ls meet irreducible and 
is not _a cutpoint of L , then p _is marginal in L .
Proof. By Theorem 1.9 L is locally connected.
Thus by Theorem 2.4 p is marginal in L .
In [36] Lawson proved that any topological semilattice 
of finite breadth has small semilattices. The following 
proposition is a corollary due also to Lawson.
Proposition 2.6. A compact topological lattice L 
of finite breadth has small lattices, ,i._e. each x € L has 
_a neighborhood basis of sublattices of L .
Proof. We actually show that the neighborhoods may 
be chosen to be intervals of L and thus are closed and 
convex. Let x e U an open subset of L . By
Corollary 1.4 there exists a closed* convex set V such that
x e V° <=■ v <= u . Since L is a topological semilattice 
with respect to each operation, there exist a closed meet 
subsemilattice A and a closed join subsemilattice B such 
that x e A ° c A < = V ° e = V  and x e B° c B cV°c=V. Since 
V is closed, It is compact; consequently A and B are
compact. Therefore by Theorem 1.6 part ii) and its dual,
A has a zero and B has a 1 , say a and b respectively. 
Thus x e A° fl B° cr [a,b] c V c U ; hence [a,b] is the 
required sublattice.
16
Corollary 2.7- Let L be ja compact, connected
topological lattice of finite codimension. If p e L is 
not _a cutpoint of L and p jLs either meet irreducible
or p jLs join irreducible, then p jLs marginal in L .
Proof. By Theorem 1.18 L has finite breadth. Hence 
the conclusion is immediate from Proposition 2.6 and 
Corollary 2.5.
Definition 2.8. An element x in a lattice L with 
0(1) is meet (join) complemented If there is an element 
y e L such that y £ 0 (y ^ 1) and XAy = 0 (xVy = l); x is
complemented if there is a ye L such that XAy = 0 and
xvy =1. A lattice is meet complemented if each of its
elements, except 1, is meet complemented. Similarly we
define join complemented and complemented lattices.
Theorem 2.9- Let L be a. compact, connected
topological lattice. If a,b e L and a ^ s, a, meet 
complement for b , then [0,a] and [0,b] are contained 
in the set of peripheral elements of L ,
Proof. We define F:LxL -♦ L by F(x,y) = xvy for
all x,y e L. Then F is a continuous function and 
F(0,y) = y for all y e L. Let xe (0,a] =[0,a]\(0]; then
xAb < aAb = 0 which implies xAb =0, If x is not
peripheral in L, then by Theorem 1.15 there exists an open 
set U containing 0 such that for each s e U there
IT
1 a L c L for which sVt - x. Since [0,b] = bAL la the
continuous image of a connected space, it is connected.
Thus U fl (0,b] / □. Let s e Ufl (0,b] and let t e L be
such that svt = x. Then s < x  and s<b$ thus
s<xAb = 0 which implies s = 0, contrary to se (0,b].
Hence x is peripheral in L . That 0 is actually
marginal is a topological semigroup result due to Lawson 
and Madison [38]. This is also a consequence of the remark 
following Theorem 2.19 below. Thus each element of [0,a] 
is peripheral in L . The proof for [0,b] is similar.
Corollary 2.10. Let L be _a compact, connected 
topological lattice. If a,b e L are not related, then
[a,aVb], [b,avb], [aAb,a] and [aAb,b] are contained in the
set of peripheral elements of [aAb, aVb].
Proof. The lattice [aAb,aVb] Is the continuous image 
of (aAb) X L(aVb) which is compact and connected since 
L(aVb) is connected as was observed in the proof of Theorem 
2.9* Since a and b are complements for each other in 
this interval, the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.9 
and its dual.
Corollary 2.11. Let L be _a compact, connected 
topological lattice. If for p e L there is a q e L such 
that q is not related to p and either peM(pAq)°, 
or p e L (pvq)° , then p _is peripheral in L .
18
Proof. The point q is a meet complement for p in 
M(pAq); thus by Theorem 2.9 P is peripheral in M(pAq).
If p e M(pAq)0, then by Theorem 1.14 p is peripheral in
L . The case of p € L(pVq)° is dual.
We do not know if there exist non-degenerate, compact, 
connected, meet complemented topological lattices; however 
we have:
Proposition 2.12. If L _is _a non-degenerate, compact, 
connected, meet complemented topological lattice, then the 
codimension of L is, infinite.
Proof. Suppose the codimension of L is finite.
By Theorem 1.16 the inner points must be a dense subset of 
L . By Theorem 2.9 L has no inner points. Thus the
codimension of L cannot be finite.
For convenience we state the following corollary which 
is immediate from the preceding.
Corollary 2.13. A compact, connected, meet 
complemented, topological lattice L has finite codimension 
if and only if L jLs _a point.
Definition 2.14. A lattice is relatively meet 
complemented if each interval [a,b] is a meet complemented 
lattice. Similarly we define relatively join complemented 
and relatively complemented.
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Theorem 2.15. Let L be £ compact, relatively 
meet complemented topological lattice of finite codimensi.on. 
Then L _is totally disconnected.
Proof. Let p e L, and let C be the component of
p in L . By continuity of a and V , CVC and CAC are
connected sets which contain p . Thus CVC and CaC are
contained in C which means C is a sublattice of L . A
component is closed; therefore C is compact. By Theorem
1.6 part ii) and its dual C has a zero and a 1 , say a
and b respectively. We show that C = [a,b]. Clearly 
C c [a,b] . Let x e [a,b]. Then a = xAa e xAC and xAC 
is connected; thus xAC c C. Wow x=xAbexAC; hence
x e C. Thus [a,b] c C; consequently C = [a,b]. Thus
C is a compact, connected, meet complemented topological 
lattice and has finite codimension. By Corollary 2.13 
C = {p). Therefore L is totally disconnected.
Definition 2.16. An orthomodular lattice is a 
lattice L with 0 and 1 and a function *:L ■+ L such 
that for all a,b e L aAa* = 0, aVa* = 1, (aAb)*= a*vb*, 
(avb)* = a*Ab*, (a*)* = a, and if a<b, then aV(a*Ab) = b .
Corollary 2.17. .If L _is £ compact topological 
lattice of finite codimension satisfying any one of the 
following conditions, i) L _is relatively complemented,
ii) L i£ complemented and modular,
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ill) L ,1s jan orthomodular lnttl co, 
then L _is totally disconnected.
Proof. Part i) is immediate from Theorem 2.15. It 
is known [11, pp. 16,53] that any lattice which satisfies 
either part ii) or part iii) is relatively complemented. 
Hence part ii) and part iii) follow from part i).
We now give an example of a compact, complemented 
topological lattice of codimension one which is not totally 
disconnected.
Example 2.18. Let L = f(0,y) < y < 1]U [ (0,0), (1,0),
(1,1) ]cixl, the unit square. With the lattice operations 
defined by the order inherited from Ix I and with the 
relative topology of the plane, L is a compact, 
complemented topological lattice of codimension one which 
is not totally disconnected.
The next theorem gives another sufficient condition 
for an element to be peripheral in a compact, connected, 
locally connected topological semilattice. We later use 
the results to study the codimension of F{M(x)) for x an 
element of certain topological lattices.
Theorem 2.19. Let S lae _a compact, connected, 
locally connected topological semilattice with 1 . _If 
p e S and M(p)° = □ , then M(p) i^s contained in the set
of peripheral elements of L .
Proof. We define F:SXS S by F(x,y)=xAy for 
all x,y £ S . Then F is continuous and F(l,x) = x for 
all x e S .  If seM(p) and s is an inner point of S , 
then by Theorem 1.15 there exists an open set U containing 
1 such that for each u e U there is a v e S with 
uAv = s . This implies U c M ( s ) c M ( p )  so that 
M(p)° ^ □ contrary to hypothesis. Thus s is peripheral 
in S, and since s was an arbitrary element of M(p),
M(p) consists entirely of peripheral elements of S .
A compact, connected topological lattice is locally 
connected by Theorem 1.9 and has a 1 by Theorem 1.6; thus 
if M(p)° = □ in such a lattice, then M(p) consists of 
peripheral elements of L .
The set of peripheral elements of a topological space 
need not be closed [38]. However, we have the following.
Corollary 2.20. Let L be & compact, connected 
topological lattice of finite codimension. If 
A =  {x e L:M(x)° =□}, then each element of A* _is peripheral 
in L .
Proof. Let x e A* and suppose that x is an
inner point of L . Let (xa) be a net in A which
converges to x . Then fxaVx] also converges to x , and
since M(xaVx) c M(xa), we must have M(xavx)° = □. Thus
rxavx} c A. By Theorem 2.19 and our assumption that x 
is inner, M(x)° / □. By Theorem l.l6 we may choose an 
inner point y of L such that y e M(x)°; "by Theorem 
1.14 y is also an inner point of M(x).
We now show that if U is any open set of M(x) 
which contains x, there is some u e U such that u ^  y . 
Suppose on the contrary there is an open set u of M(x) 
containing x for which u e U implies u < y. Since 
fxaVx} c M(x) and converges to x , there exists an a 
such that xaVx e U. Hence xaVx < y ; therefore 
y e M(x Vx) which implies M(y) c M(x Vx). But
CL Ur
M(y)° c M(y) c M(x vx) and M(y)° ^ □ since y is an
tJU
inner point of L (Theorem 2.19); this implies M(xaVx)° 
contrary to xavx e A . Thus our claim is established.
Since x is the zero of M(x) and y is inner in M(x), it 
follows from the proof of Theorem 2.19 that there must be 
an open subset U of M(x) which contains x and such that 
u e U implies u < y . This contradiction completes the 
proof.
We give an example to show that Corollary 2.20 need 
not be true if L does not have finite codimension.
Example 2.21. Let L = {(x^ ) :0 <x^ < 1) U f ) :-l <xi < 0]
00
c Rl the set of real numbers for i = 1,2,... .
00
With the order and topology inherited from ^  R±, i.e.
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(x±) < (yjL) if and only if x^ < yi for i = 1,2,... , L
is a compact connected topological lattice. Since p= (p^ )
with pi = 0 for i =1,2,... is a cutpoint of L , by the
comment preceding Theorem 2.4, p is an inner point of L . 
Any (x^ e L with 0 < x^ < 1 for infinitely many i has 
the property that M((x^))° is empty. Thus
f(2-1,2”1,..,):i = 1,2,...] c A = [(x±):M( (x±))° = □), and
{(2-i,2~i,...):i = 1,2,...) converges to p .
We now investigate the codimension of F(M(x)). The
next lemma is immediate from Theorem 1.6 part iii).
Lemma 2.22. _If S _is a. topological semilattice, 
a e S and M(a)° / □ , then M(M(a)°) = M(a)° .
Lemma 2.23. Let S be a. topological semilattice 
and let a e S . If x e F(M(a)), then [a,x] c: F(M(a)).
Proof. If y e  [a,x] and y jl F(M(a)), then yeM(a)°. 
By Lemma 2.22 we have x e M(a)° contrary to hypothesis.
Hence y e F(M(a)).
Definition 2.24. A net fxa a^6j) ln a partially 
ordered space is increasing (decreasing) if a < P implies
xa i V X|S ^ xa>’
In [5] the following theorem was proved by Anderson.
Theorem 2.25. .If L jls _a connected topological 
lattice and p € L, then p jLs _a cutpoint of L if and
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only if p ^ 0, p £ 1, and L = L(p) u M(p).
Theorem 2.26. Let L be _a compact connected 
topological lattice of finite codimension n , and let 
a e L\[0jl}. Then
1) M(a)° = □ implies the codimension of M(a) is
less than, n ,
ii) (M(a)°)* = M(a) implies the codimension of 
F(M(a)) jLs less than n ,
iii) if x e F(M(a)), then the codimension of
[a,x] is less than n .
Proof. Part i). By Theorem 2.19 M(a) is a closed 
subset of the peripheral elements of Li thus by Theorem
1.17 the codimension of M(a) is less than n .
Part ii). The hypothesis (M(a)°)* = M(a) implies 
F{M(a)) is nowhere dense in M(a). In M(a), [a,x] is the 
lower set of any x e M(a), and by Lemma 2.23 [a,x] is 
contained in F(M(a)) when x e F(M(a)). Thus the interior 
of [a}x] In M(a) is empty. Hence by Theorem 2.19 x is 
peripheral in M(a). Therefore F(M(a)) Is a closed 
subset of the peripheral points of M(a); by Theorem 1.17 
the codimension of F(M(a)) Is less than the codimension of 
M(a) which is -less than or equal to n .
Part iii). Let x e F(M(a))j let U(a) = L\[L(a)UM(a) ] . 
If U(a) = □ , then by Theorem 2.25 a is a cutpoint of L
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and hence a = x. Thus we are done. Therefore suppose 
that Ufa) f D and x ^ a. Since x / Lfa) we may choose 
an open set V containing x such that VflL(a) = □  . Now 
x e P(Mfa)) implies V 0 L\M(a) ^ □; L = M(a)U Lfa)UU(a)j 
therefore L\M(a) = (L(a) U U(a))\{a). Therefore since 
V fl L(a) = □ we must have V 0 Ufa) ^ also x e Lfx) and 
Lfx) is connected. Thus V H fLfx)\{x))
We claim there is a net (xa)ae£j <=■ L (x ) ^ u (a) which 
converges to x . Choose {x^3aGp c ^(a) suc^ that 
x^a^aeD converges to x . The preceding discussion concern­
ing V shows we can choose such a net in Ufa). Let
x = x A x' for all a e D. Then {x„) - c: Lfx) anda a aeiJ '
converges to x . Suppose that fxa3aeK c Lfa) for all
a e K, a cofinal subset of D . Then £(xa>a)JaeK converSes
to (x,a) which implies, by Theorem 1.6 part i), that 
x < a . But x < a and x e Mfa) imply x = a contrary
to our choice of x . Thus xa / Lfa) for almost all
a e D; therefore we may assume [x ) n c L\Lfa). If
Uv ULt I—7
x„ e Mfa), then a < x  = x' A x < x * contrary to ourc t ' 7 —  a a  — cl
choice of x' . Hence {x 3^ -^^  c Ufa) and the claim isa acxeD x 7
established.
We claim now that fxa a^eD may assumed to be an
increasing net. Let y = A xQ for each a e D . Clearly
a f}>a P
[ya3a€D ts an increasing net contained in Lfx). Let U 
be an open set containing x . By Proposition 2.6 there
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exists a closed sublattice V c: u such that x e V° .
S in c g f x 11 aJaeb converges to x , there exists p e D such
that a > p implies xrt e V°. Hence yv = a x  e V for— a i a>y a
all Y > p . Thus Cya3aeQ converges to x . That
{ya3aec <= u (a) follows just as did the fact that
fxa}acD c u(a> •
For each a e D , the codimension of f a.aVx 1 is less*- a
than n by Corollary 2.10 and Theorem 1.17. Thus by
Theorem 1.18 the breadth of [a,aVxa] is less than n .
Since {xa]aeD is an increasing net, [[a,avxa]] is a tower.
Therefore LL[a,aVx 1 has breadth less than n :cteD a J 3
consequently the breadth of ( lL[a,aVx 1)* is less than n .'aeD a
The interval [a,avx ] = (aVx )AM(a). Letting A be the
C C  Q r
function f of Theorem 1.1 we have [a,x] = { U_[a,aVx ])*■
G.G Lj cl
By Theorem 1.18 the codimension of [a,x] is less than n.
E. D. Shirley and Stralka [4l] have proved that sub­
lattices of finite breadth n > 2 of a connected, 
distributive topological lattice L of breadth n have non­
empty interiors in L . We give a related result.
Theorem 2.27. Let L lse a, compact, connected 
topological lattice of codimension n. If L(x) = (L(x)°)*, 
then the codimension of [z,x] = n implies ([z,x])° / □. 
Also z e (L(x))°.
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Proof. Suppose z / L(x)° . Then by the dual of
Lemma 2.23 [z>x] c FfL(x)) which by the dual of Theorem
2.26 part ii) has codimension less than n . Thus zcL(x)°.
The upper set of z in L(x) is [z,x]. If the 
interior in L(x) of [z,x] were empty, then [z,x] would 
consist entirely of points peripheral in Lfx) (by Theorem 
2.19) and thus by Theorem 1.17 would have codimension less 
than n . Thus [z,x] has interior in L(x)j hence there 
exists an open set U of L such that □ £ unL(x)c[z,x]. 
Since Lfx) = (L(x)°)* , U H (L(x)° ) j4 □ . Thus since 
U 0 L(x)° c U 0 Lfx) c [zjX]ji f[z,x])° □ .
It is easy to see that in any topological lattice, if
L(x)° £ □, then Lfx) = (Lfx)0)* if and only if x e (L(x)°)*.
CHAPTER III 
AN EMBEDDING THEOREM FOR COMPACT LATTICES
The main goal of this chapter is to generalize the 
embedding theorem of Baker and Stralka [10]. In the rest 
of the chapter we investigate the class of lattices 
introduced below. For the remainder of this dissertation 
we denote by P(L) the set of all meet irreducible elements 
of L and by P(L) the set of all Join irreducible elements 
of L .
Lemma 3■1• Let S be _a topological semilattice.
i) _If C _is ji chain in S, then C* _is _a chain
in S .
ii) If fxa3aeD is. a, net in S which converges
to x e S and x < x„, for all a e D , then
X = A X  .
aeD a
iii) I^f S _is compact and (xa}aG^ is. a, decreasing
net in S, then (Xa3aex) converges to
a x  . 
aeD a
Proof. Part i). Let >= [(x,y) c Sx S: (y,x) e <) , It 
follows from Theorem 1.6 part i) that > is closed in Sx S.
Since C is a chain, C x C c < U > . Thus
C*x C* = (Cx C)* c. < u > which implies that C* is a chain
28
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in S .
Part ii) . By hypothesis x < x for all a c D ; in'iico"™ CL
x is a lower bound for {xa a^et) • Suppose y _< xa for 
all a e Dj then f(y*xa ))aeD is a ne-fc ir) < which 
converges to (y,x). By Theorem 1.6 part i) (y,x) e< . 
Therefore x is the greatest lower bound of Cxa)aep *
Part iii) is due to D. P. Strauss [44],
Definition 3-2. If S is a semilattice and x e S , 
then x is a local maximum of S if x is open in M(x).
Lemma 3*3* Let S _be a^ compact topological semi-
lattice such that S = . A_ C. . where C. is a chain
 1=1 i - i ---------
contained in _P(S) for i = 1, .. ,,n . _If x,y e CL, x < y,
and for all j ^ i3 either (i) y e C. or (ii) x / a D  for
" 1 1 .. 1 1 J  — — *
any DcCA(x) or (iii) x is a local maximum of C„. (i.e.," J .—  — - J
x is open in M(x) D C„.) then x e L(y)° .
1 1 J ' 1
Proof. For convenience we assume x,y e Cn . Suppose 
x / L(y)°. Then each open set containing x must meet 
S\L(y); hence there is a .net (xa)aej3 converging to x 
such that x„ / y for all a e D .  By hypothesis eachU> "*•
x = xK A...AX with x„ e C. for i = 1, ...,n and a an a„ a. ii n  1
a e D .  Since each is a chain, xa and y are
related whenever y e . If y e Cj_ and xa> < y ,
then x„ < y contrary to xrt y . Thus y < x„ when-(X “ u» j,
ever y e  C^. Choosing subnets if necessary we have
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{xa 3 converging to x.^ e for i - l,,..,n. Since
x„ = x„ a...ax„ and {x„3 converges to x,
X n
x = xnA...Ax . Assume the C. are renumbered so that I n  i
y / Ch for i = l,...,k-l with k-1 < n. Since x is
meet irreducible, x = x^ or x = x2A...Axn . Suppose
x = x,. If xrt < x for any a , then xw < x„ < x < y 
1 al ~ a_ al“
contrary to xa ^  y . Since is a chain, we conclude
x < xa for all a. By Lemma 3*1 x = x^ = £xa . Also
x is not open in M(x) 0 . Finally y / C^ . Thus we
have contradicted the hypothesis that for j ^ n, either
y e C. or x / AD for any D c C.\fx} or x is a local 
J u
maximum of Cj. Therefore x ^ x-^ . Similarly x ^ Xj 
for j = 2,..., k-1. Thus x = xk or x = xk+lA,*,Axn •
As noted above, y is less than xa for all a since
k
y e  Ck ; by Theorem 1.6 part i) y < x^. Hence if x = x^, 
we have x < y _< x, a contradiction. Similarly x f x. for 
j = k+l,...,n . This contradiction completes the proof.
The type of function introduced in the next 
definition plays an important part in the rest of this 
dissertation. We shall use the symbol a , with or 
without subscripts, only for such functions; hence we shall 
not repeat the definition for each use of the symbol.
Definition 3 • Let L be a lattice with 1 and C
a chain in L which contains 1 and which is closed under 
arbitrary meets in L , i.e. A c C implies aA exists
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in L and AA e C. Then a:L -* C is defined by
a(x) ~ Afp e C:x _< p) for all x e L . A subscript, such
as ac , may be used to indicate the range of a ,
The following elementary facts about c are known
[10].
Theorem 3-5* 1) o is order preserving; x<Cc(x) for
all x e L; o(p) = p for all p e C;
2) if L jLs _a complete lattice, then 
ct preserves arbitrary joins, i.._e.
a[Vx«) = vafx„) for any collection 
va a a ' ■--------------
fxa] c L j
3) if p e C implies p i^s prime in 
L, then a i_s a. lattice homo­
morphism.
We need the following results about complete chains 
[11, p. 112] and [25].
Theorem 3*6. Let L be a^ lattice with 1 . JCf C 
is si chain in L which contains 1 and which is closed 
under arbitrary meets in L , then
1) C _is a_ complete lattice j
2) C _is compact Hausdorff in its interval topology.
Lemma 3*7. Let L be at compact topological lattice 
of finite breadth and let C be a chain in L such that
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i) 1 e C and C jLs closed under arbitrary meets 
in L .
ii) x a local maximum of C implies x _a local
maximum of L ,
iii) x,y e C and x < y imply x e L(y)° .
Then a:L ■+ C _is a continuous join homomorphism when C 
has the interval topology.
Proof. Let z = AC. Because G has the interval 
topology we need only show that a- *^([z,p) H C) is open 
and c""'*'([zJp] 0 C) is closed for all p e C. Let
W = a“^([z,p) H C) and let x e W. Then a(x) < p ; thus
a(x) e L(p)°. We consider two cases.
Case 1) Suppose a(x) is a local maximum of C .
Then cr(x) is a local maximum of L; hence a{x) is
open in M(cr(x)). The function f:L -* M(ct(x )) defined by 
f (y) = cr(x)Vy for all y e L is continuous. Thus 
L(a(x)) = f~^(a(x)) is open in L . By Theorem 3.5 part 1) 
x e L(a(x)). Clearly L(a(x)) c W .
Case 2) Suppose a(x) is not a local maximum of C.
Then a(x) is not open in M(a(x)) fl C . Thus there
is an s e (M(a(x))DC)n ([z^p) H C) such that s £ a(x).
Hence a(x) < s < p j therefore a(x) e L(s)°. By Theorem
3-5 part 1) and the dual of Lemma 2.22 x e L(s)° . Clearly
a(L(s)°) c: [z,s] fl C . Hence x e L(s)° c W . Since x
was arbitrary, W is open.
Let P = a-1 ([ z,p] fl C) . Then F = L(p) which is 
closed by Theorem 1.2.
Hence we have shown that a is continuous. By 
Theorem 3-5 part 2) a is a join homomorphism.
The next definition is a generalization of a notion 
due to Baker and Stralka [10].
Definition 3-8- If L is a lattice and G is a 
chain in L , then C is a coordinate chain of L if 
i) 1 e C ,
iiJ C is closed under arbitrary meets in L,
iii) x e C implies x = AD for some D c: JP(L) PI C .
R. P. Dilworth [19] proved the following theorem about 
the width of partially ordered sets:
Theorem 3*9* If X _is _a partially ordered set and 
w(X) = n , then X _i£[ the union of n disjoint chains.
Lemma 3■10. Let L b£ _a compact topological lattice 
such that the breadth of L _is less than or equal to 
w(P (L)) = n . Then there exist coordinate chains ,...,Cn 
of L such that,
i) P(L) c J^C.
ii) x e L implies x = A^^ cr^ fx) where cr^L ■+
3^
for i = 1,...,n,
iii) p _a local maximum of implies p a local
maximum of L for i = 1, . . . ,n ,
O
iv) x,y e Ci and x < y  imply x e L(y) for 
i = 1,... ,n.
Proof. Let J be the set of all (C-^ , ...,C ) such
that for each i between 1 and n is a chain in L ,
1 e C^ , x e P(L) and x = AD for some Dcc^ implies
, v nx e C., and P(L) = U C. . By Theorem 3»9 we can find
n
chains such that P(L) = U^ Aj_. For each
i = l,...,n, let = [1) U {x e P(L):x = AD for some DcA/J.
Since cj c a! U {1)* Lemma 3*1 part i) implies is a
chain; 1 e C? ; P(L) = .ILCi . Thus to conclude that x — ' ' 1=1 x
e J we need to show that D c c? and 
AD e P(L) imply AD e for i = l,...3n. Let D c: and
suppose AD e P(L). Each x e D belongs to A^ or is
equal to AD„ for some D„ c A., . Let E = (U {D :x e d\a .))U (DflA1) .
X  X X  X I - * -
Then E c A^ and AE = AD ; hence AD € C,f. Thus J ^  □ .
We partially order J by coordinatewise set inclusion.
Let {(Cla, . . . j Cna) 3a6l) Le a chain in J . Let
= H C for i = l,...,n. Clearly each is a chain,l d6 D xol x
contains 1, and contains aE whenever E <=■ and
AE e P(L). We show that P(L) = * Suppose there
exists x e P(L) such that x / . U, C*,' . Then for each i— x=l x
there is an a(i) such that x / whenever
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* ■ ■ ■ > ) *— (^ la (i)4 * * ' ’ ^ na (i) ^ * ^   ^ chosen such
that a(i) <; y for i = I,...,!!, then (C^y, ..., CnY ) c
(cla(i)' ••*jCna(i)) for 1 Hence x/
contrary to (C^y,...,Cn ) e J . Therefore (C^ 3...,c" ) e a?
Thus any chain in J has a lower bound in J j therefore
by Zorn's Lemma J must contain a minimal elements say
(M^ .  .  .  j M j j )  .
Let Ci be the meet closure of for i = l,...,n
It follows that C-^ j . , ., Cn are coordinate chains of L
which satisfy part i). By Theorem 1.11 part ii) is 
satisfied.
To prove part iii), suppose p is a local maximum of
C^j then p e Mi for otherwise p = aD for some DCM^ and
D is a decreasing net since is a chainj hence D
converges to aD by Lemma 3*1 part iii). Now suppose that 
p is not a local maximum of L . There must exist a net
in L such that p <C x^ and {-xc£ 3aeD conver£es
. n . x
to p . By part ii) xa = i=lai\xa) f>or a11 a 6 D *
Choosing subnets if necessary {CTj_(xa ) )aep converges to 
p^ for i = 1,. . . ,n . Since p e p is meet
irreducible. Therefore p = Pj for some j . By Lemma 
3.1 part ii) pj = a£Daj(xa)* si:nce P is a local maximum 
of j i. But now (M-^  . . . ,M.j\{p}, . .. ,1^) s oP and is
strictly less than (M^,...,1^ ) contrary to the minimality 
of (Mjj...,!^). Hence p must be a local maximum of L .
For part iv) let x,y e C^ and x < y . By the way
C^ is defined, we may choose p,q e such that
x < p < q < y. If p e  L(q)°, then x e L(q)° c L(y) (dual
of Lemma 2.22). Thus x e L(y)°. Therefore we may assume
that x,y e . Suppose that x / L(y)°. By Lemma 3-3
there exists j ^ i and D c M. such that x = aD. Thus
d
x e M. . We consider two cases.
J
Case 1) Suppose x is a local maximum of M.^  .
Since x e (M^ . . .M^ \ (x), . . . ,1^) e of contrary to
the minimality of (M^ , ...,1^ ).
Case 2) Suppose x is not a local maximum of .
Then for each s e such that x < s < y, s / L(y)°
since s e L(y)° implies x e L(y)° (dual of Lemma 2.22).
Thus hy Lemma 3*3 for each -s e M. such that x < s < y  
there exists 1c / i such that s e M^. Therefore 
(M-^ j • • • j (M^  D [ y* 1] )U (M^ fl L (x)),..., ) £ J contrary to the
minimality of (M^ , . . . ,1^ ) . Since each case leads to a 
contradiction, x e L(y)°.
With these preliminaries finished we are now able to 
obtain the main theorem of this chapter.
Theorem 3*11* Let L b£ a compact topological 
lattice such that the breadth of L 3^ less than or equal 
to w(P(L)) = n. Then L can be embedded in a. product of 
n compact chains by a join preserving homeomorphism.
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Proof. Let ^,...,0 be the n coordinate chains 
constructed in Lemma 3*10* By Theorem 3*6 each of these 
chains is a compact topological lattice when given the 
interval topology. By Lemma 3-7 a^iL -» is a 
continuous join homomorphism for i = 1,...,n. Thus 
f:L -♦ defined by f(x) = (ajfx), . . . ,an(x)) is a
continuous join homomorphism. To see that f is one-to-one 
suppose that for some x,y e L, f(x) = f(y)* Then 
(tJ1(x),,..Jon (x)) = (<*i(y) J • • • J an (y)) which implies 
^(x) = a^fy) for i = 1, ...,n . Thus x = iA1c1(x) =
= y j hence f is one-to-one. Since L is compact
n
and .H is Hausdorffj f is a homeomorphism.
If L is distributivej then our coordinate chains 
and the function f are precisely the coordinate chains 
and the embedding function obtained by Baker and Stralka 
[10]. Thus their result is a corollary of Theorem 3*H* 
Stralka [43] has obtained a different generalization for 
distributive lattices by replacing compact by locally 
convex.
The following proposition about subsemilattices of 
finite products of chains will allow us to conclude that 
n is the least number of chains for which we can obtain an 
embedding of the type in Theorem 3.11- Stralka is also 
aware that n is the least number although his proof is 
quite different.
Proposition 3*12. Let L be a compact topological 
lattice that is a join sub semilattice of product of n 
chains. Then w(P(L)) < n .
Proof. Suppose not. Then we may find n+1 pairwise 
unrelated elements of P(L), say x ,.. . ,xn , where 
x^ = (x^,...,x^n) for i = 0,...,n . Since there are 
only n coordinates for each x^, there must be one point, 
say xQ , such that for each j = l,...,n , there is some 
i for which xQj ft x^. . Let y^ = xQVx^^ i = l,...,n . 
Note that for each j , there exists an i such that 
xoj = yij ’ Tiien y± / x0 > since x^ and xQ are un­
related, but y1A...Ayn = xQ . This contradicts the meet 
irreducibility of xQ . Thus w(P(L)) < n .
Suppose L is compact and has finite breadth n .
By Theorem 1.11 each x e L can be written as the meet of 
at most n meet irreducibles. If w(P(L)) is less than 
n , then each x e L can actually be written as a meet of 
less than n meet irreducibles. It follows that any 
finite meet-irredundant set contains less than n elements 
contrary to the assumption that L has breadth n . We 
have proved:
Proposition 3-13- .If L _a compact topological 
lattice of finite breadth n , then w(P(L)) > n .
As an immediate consequence we may state:
3^
Corollary 3*1^* Let L be a compact topological
lattice of finite breadth. .Then w(P(L)) = n if and only 
if n i^s the least number of chains in which L can be 
embedded as a_ join subsemilattice.
The next lemma is an oral communication of Stralka. 
The proof is by this author.
Lemma 3*15. Let L be a modular lattice such that 
the breadth of L jLs n > 2. If a and b are unrelated 
elements of L , then the breadth of [aAb,a] is less than 
n .
Proof. Let x1}...,x be n elements of [aAb,a].J* iJ
Since the breadth of L is n and {bjX^3...,xn] has
n+1 elements, there is a proper subset A of fb,x^,...,xn)
such that VA = V{b,x^,...,x ]. Thus there is some
y e  [bjx^...jXn) such that y < v([b,x1,...,xnJ\[y)). If
y = b, then b < x1v...vxn; x^v.^vx^ < a since x^ < a
for i = l,...,n . This implies b < a contrary to a and
b not related. Therefore y = x. for some j between
( J
1 and n , Let y = V x.. We have x, < bVy which
i+j 1 J "
implies < bv{bvy)= bv y ; hence aA(bVXj) < aA(bVy).
Since L is modular, aA(bvXj) = (aAb)Vx^ = x^ and
aA(bvy) = (aAb)vy = y . Therefore x. < y = x. . This
o i^j
is equivalent to [aAb,a] having breadth less than n , for 
no set of n elements can be join-irredundant.
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Anderson [5] proved the next theorem.
Theorem 3*16. _If L Is a. connected topological 
lattice with 0 and 1, then L _is chain if and only if 
L _is irreducibly connected about 0 and 1 .
Theorem 3-17. Let L be ji compact, modular topo­
logical lattice of breadth two. If A and B are 
compact, connected chains in L , each containing 1, then 
AAB i^s a compact, connected, distributive sublattice of L .
Proof. Clearly AAB is a compact, connected meet
subsemilattice of L . Suppose that x = x-^ Ay^  and 
y = x2Ay2 are elements of AaB with x^,x2 e A and 
y^,y2 e B . If x < y or y < x , then xVy e AaB. If
x is not related to y , then since A and B are chains, 
either x1 < x2 and y2 < y1 or x2 < x^ and y^ < y2 . We 
assume x^ < x2 and y2 < y-^ . Since L is modular, the
following equalities hold: xVy = (x^ Ay-j_)v(x2Ay2)
= x2a( (x-LAy1)Vy2) =x2A((x1Vy2)Ay1) =x2A(x1Vy2)Ay1 • It 
follows then that xVy e AAB If x-^ Vy^  e AAB ; thus we
need only show that aVb e AaB whenever a e A and
b e B. To that end suppose that a € A, b e B, and a is
not related to b . Let a/=aA(b). Note that a < a'.
Since A is connected we may choose an increasing net 
■^aa^aeD in A which converges to a' . By the dual of 
Lemma 3*1 part Iii) a/ = ^aa ; hence aa < a* for all a e D
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which implies aa is not related to b . Let ba =bVaa 
for all aeD. Then (b } converges to a;. By Lemma 3*15
(X
the breadth of [b,ba] is one for each a e D .  As in the 
proof of Theorem 2.26 [b,a;] = (ayD[b,ba])*; thus [b,a'] 
has breadth one. Hence [b,a'] is a chain. As noted 
above a < a' ; hence aVb e [b,a']. Since Bfi[b,l] is 
just the subchain of B from b to 1, it is connected.
Thus a'AfBflfbjl]) is a connected subset of the chain 
[bja'], which contains both b and a'. By Theorem 3-16 
[b,a'] = a'A(Bfl [b,l]). Since a#A(B fl [b,l]) c a 'aB and 
aVb e [b,a']> we have aVb e a'AB c AAB . Hence AAB is a 
sublattice of L . It is well known [11] or [28] that in 
a modular lattice any two chains generate a distributive 
sublattice. Since A,B c AAB a <AUB> , AAB = < AUB>; 
hence AAB is distributive.
We use Theorem 3.17 to give a complete proof of the 
next theorem which was contained in the previously mentioned 
communication; Stralka’s original proof apparently contains 
a gap.
Theorem 3*18. Let L be a compact, connected 
topological lattice of breadth two and with w(P(L)) = n .
Then L jLs the union of ja finite number of compact, connected, 
distributive sublattices of L .
Proof. By Theorem 3.9 P(L) = a chain for
i = 1 , by Theorem 1.8 each may be extended to
an arc chain containing 0 and 1 (I=l,...,n). i’roin
Theorem 1.10 L is modular; thus by Theorem 3*17 C^a C^u. J
is a compact, connected, distributive sublattice of L for 
i ^ Jj i><j - lj . . * *n . We claim that L = . U. (C^ AC*.) . If
 ^ tJ
x e P(L), then x € cf for some i ; hence xe C^AC- for 
all j ^ i . If x / P(L), then by Theorem 1.11 x=yAz
for some y, z e P(L). There i=xist i ^ j such that y e
and z e Cj j Thus x e * Note that each
contains both 0 and 1 .
The word "connected" may be replaced in the hypothesis 
of Theorem 3*18 by "modular” provided "connected” is deleted 
from the conclusion. In this case we do not in general
know that the sublattice generated by two chains A,B Is
AAB . The next theorem gives a sufficient condition for
AAB to be the sublattice generated by the not necessarily
connected chains A and B .
Theorem 3.19* Let L be _a compact, modular 
topological lattice of breadth less than or equal to 
w(P(L)) = n . Suppose that C^,...,Cn are chains in L 
satisfying
i) Z(L) = Jlici ,
ii) f! Cj = {!] whenever i ^ j, i, j = l,...,n,
iii) x < y implies y = 1 and y < x implies x = 1
whenever x e C^U Cg and y e  Cj, j = 3 * • * ■ > n .
Then a Cq _is _a distributive sublattice of L .
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Proof. As noted in the proof of Theorem 3-17 we only 
need show that xVy e C^aC^ whenever x e C-j_ and y e  
Uy Theorem 1.11 xVy = xiA***Axm where fx^,...,xm) is
meet-irredundant and m < n. Suppose that x^_ / C-j_ U C2
for some i between 1 and m . Then x < xVy < x^ ; hence
x^ = 1 which contradicts the fact that (Xp...Jxni) is 
meet irredundant. Thus x^ e C-^ U for all i = 1, ..M mj
hence m _< 2 and xvy e C^ACg,
Dilworth [20] has shown that the number of meet 
irreducible elements is equal to the number of join
irreducible elements in any finite modular lattice. A similar
result for lattices of breadth two is the following.
Theorem 3*20. Let L be a compact connected topological 
lattice of breadth two for which w(P(L)) = n. Then
w(P(L)) = n .
n
Proof. By Theorem 3*9 £(L) = a chain
for i = l,...,n . Let be the chains
constructed in Theorem 3*18* By the duals of Theorem 3*17
and Theorem 3*18* CivCj is a sublattice of L for i / j ,
and L = (C^VC^). Clearly we have PfLjc^jC^ ; thus
w(P(L)) < n . The dual argument shows that w(P(L)) < w(P (L)).
Hence w(P(L)) = n .
We close this chapter with some examples.
Example 3*21. Let L = (I,xl)\(lx {0}), where I is
the unit interval. Then L is a locally compact, connected, 
metric, distributive topological lattice of breadth two. 
However, B(L) = (I X (1)) U (fl) x(0, 1]) and P(L) = {0} X (0,1] .
Hence w(P(L)) = 1 < 2 = w(P(L)).
Example 3.22. Let L = {(0,0),(0y|),(0,|), (.|,0), (1,0), 
(■^j*^) j (1 j 1) ] cr I x I. Define (0,^)v(^ ,-^ ) = (1,1) =
(0,^ -)V(-rj, 0) = (0,|)v(l,0) = ("tjjvs) V (1,0) = (l,0)v(0,-g) . Define 
all other joins and all meets of the seven elements to be 
the usual joins and meets in Ixl. Then the breadth of 
L is two and w(P(L)) = 2 < 3 = w(P(L)).
Example 3.23. Let L' = L U {(-§-^1-^) :n = 2,3,... ]U P
2n 2
where L is the lattice of Example 3.22 and 
Pn_x *1
P = LA{( — <rr):n = 2,3,...). The meets are the usualgn 211
meets in I X I ; joins are defined in the same manner as
in. Example 3*22. Then L' is compact and has breadth two,
w(P(L')) - 2, and w(P(L')) = .
We need the theorem of D. R. Brown found in [35]*
Theorem 3■24. Let S be _a compact topological
semilattice. Then the space S' of all closed ideals 
(AcS is an ideal if D(a) = A) , ordered by inclusion, 
is a compact, distributive topological lattice. The 
mapping sending s into L(s) _is a. topological iso­
morphism from S into S '. jtf S ijs connected (metric), 
then S' is connected (metric).
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Example 3*25. Let S be the usual meet topological 
semilattice on IxI , and let L be the space of all 
closed ideals of S . By Theorem 3*24 L is a compact, 
connected, metric, distributive topological lattice. It 
is easily seen that the breadth of L is not finite while 
w(P(L)) = 2.
CHAPTER IV 
LATTICES OF BREADTH TWO
In .Chapter III we showed that certain compact 
topological lattices of "breadth two are the union of a 
finite number of compact, distributive sublattices. We will 
now investigate such lattices further by studying these 
distributive sublattices. The irreducible elements, both 
meet and join, play a key role.
I. Distributive Lattices
In this .section we characterize the compact, connected 
sublattices of Ix I which contain 0 and 1 . Theorem
4.1 characterizes Ixl ; Theorem 4.10 characterizes those 
sublattices for which P(L) = P(L), the so-called "banana". 
Theorem 4.11 gives the characterization of the triangle 
sublattice {(x,y) e Ix I:y < x).
Theorem 4.1. Let L be a compact, connected 
topological lattice of breadth two and w(P(L)) = 2. If 
there exist z-^ and Zg in L\{0,1] such that z-j_az2 = 0 
and z^vz2 = 1> then L jLs topologically Isomorphic to a. 
product of two arc chains.
Proof. Since z^,z2 e L\{0,1) and z-^ AZg = 0 > they
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are not related. By Theorem 1.10 L is modular. U,y 
Lemma 3*15 [z^,l] has breadth one; thus [z^,l] is an arc
chain for i = 1,2 . By Theorem 3*18 L = C-^ ACg, where 
and Cg are chains, and C^AC^ is distributive.
Since L is distributive each meet irreducible is prime. 
Hence z^Az2 = 0 < x implies z^ < x or z2 < x whenever 
x e P(L); consequently P(L) c [z^l] U [ z2,l] . Let
x e [z^,!], and suppose that x = aAb. Then a,b e [z^l];
thus either a < b or b < a . This implies x = a or
x = b. Hence [z^jl] c P(L) for i =1,2. We have shown
P(L) = [z-^ ,1] U [z2,l] . Let C£ = [z-^l] and C2 = [z2,l].
By Theorem 1.11 L = C£aC2 .
If x e C' fl C' , then 1 = 2^Vz2 < x ; hence 
C1  ^ C2 = ^  ^ * define f: L -* x C2 by f (x) = (a-j_ (x), a2 (x))
for all x e L. By Theorem 1.11 x e L implies 
x = cr-^ (x)acj2(x) . Since C£ fl C2 = {1), x,y e c£ and 
x < y imply x / C2*= C2. Similarly for x,y e C2 and 
x < y . Therefore from Lemma 3-3 x,y e and x < y
O
imply x g L(y); by Lemma 3*7 cr^ is continuous for 
i = 1,2. As in Theorem 3*11 f is a homeomorphism. That 
f is an isomorphism follows from Theorem 3-5 part 3)■
To see that f is onto C£x C2 , let (x,y)e C£x C2-
We consider three cases.
Case 1) If x < y, then y = 1; hence f(x) = (x,y).
Case 2) If y < x, then f(y) = (x,y).
Case 3) If x is not related to y , then since L is
distributive, by Theorem 3*5 is a homomorphism; hence
CTl(xAy) = ai(x)Aa1 (y) = ^(x) = x and °2(xAy) = a2(x)A02(y) =
a2(y) = y • Thus f CxAy) = (x>y)-
The following lemmas will be useful in the sequel.
Lemma 4.2. Let L b£ _a topological lattice with
0 and 1, and let A and B be arc chains from 0 _to
1 . If
i) f = crB | A ,
ii) f (x) = 0 lf_ and only if x = 0 ,
iii) y e M(x)° whenever x,y e A and x < y ,
then f jls one-to-one.
Proof. Suppose that f is not one-to-one. Then for
some x,y e A, 0 < x < y and f(x) = f(y)* By hypothesis
y e M(x)°; by Theorem 3*5 y < f(y) = f(x); therefore by 
Lemma 2.22 f(x) and f(y) € M(x)° . If p e B and x<p,
then f(x) < f(p) = p; thus p e M(x)° . If p e B and
x ^ p, then p e L\M(x). In particular 0 e L\M(x). Thus 
B = (BOM(x)°) U (BHL\M(x )), a union of two disjoint, 
non-empty open sets. But B is connected. Thus f is 
one-to-one.
Remark 4.3. If L Is a topological lattice with
0 and 1, and C is an arc chain in L containing 0 
and 1 , then C is a maximal chain in L . Otherwise there 
would exist a chain M properly containing C . Then for 
any x e M\C, (CflL(x)) U (CHM(x)) is a separation of C 
contrary to C connected. This fact was first observed 
by Anderson [1].
Lemma 4.4. Let L be a_ compact topological lattice 
with the breadth of L and w(P(L)) both equal to two.
Let A and B be arc chains from 0 _to 1 such that
i) AcP(L),
ii) BfiP(L) = C and C is a non-degenerate arc 
chain from p ^ 0 to 1,
iii) AH B = {0,1},
iv) P(L) = All C .
If x e A, then ac(x) = p if and only if x = 0.
Proof. Clearly x = 0 Implies CTc(x) = P • Bor the 
converse, suppose there is an element x-^  e A such that 
x1 ^ 0 and ac(xi) - P • By Theorem 3.5 x1 < p ; thus 
by the maximality {Remark 4.3) of B we may choose Xge B 
such that 0 < Xg < p and x2 is not related to x-^  . By 
Theorem 1.11 Xg = x 'a x " for some x / e A and x" € C ; 
since p < x" and Xg < P j we have Xg = x'Ap. If
x-^  < x' , then x^ = x^Ap < x*Ap = Xg contrary to our
choice of Xg . If x' < x-^ , then Xg = x'Ap < x^Ap = x^
again contrary to our choice of Xg . Therefore there is
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no such x-^ € A .
We note that conditions I) and iv) may be replaced by 
P(L) c AUC and C c P(L).
Corollary 4.5. Let L, A, B, and C be as in 
Lemma 4.4. Then ac|A _is one-to-one.
Proof. Lemma 4.4 together with the proof of Lemma 4.2.
We remark that the dual of Lemma 4.4 implies that the 
only element of A that is above v(P(L)HB) = p is 1 .
Throughout the remainder of this section we assume 
that L is a compact, connected, metric topological lattice 
of breadth twoj note that this implies by Theorem 1.10 that 
L is modular.
The following lemma is found in [11].
Lemma 4.6. Any order preserving bijection with order 
preserving inverse is a lattice isomorphism.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that P(L) = P(L) = U Cg , 
where and C2 are arc chains from 0 jto 1 , and
Cf fl C2 = [0,1} . Let f;Li: defined by
fli(x) = V y^ e Cj:y — and f2±:Ci Gj ^
f2i(x) = A{y e Cjix < y) for i ^  j, i, j =1,2. Then these
functions are topological isomorphisms with
1c1 = f22fll = f12f21 and 1c2 = fllf22 = f21f12 *
Proof. By Lemma 3-3 and its dual x,y e and 
x < ,v imply x e L(y)° and y e M(x)° ; thus by Lemma
4.2 and its dual all the functions are one-to-one. By 
Theorem 3*5 and its dual they are order preserving.
Let x e Cg. Then x < f22(x) ; hence
x K f^21 *^22^x  ^— *22 (x) * Thus f 22(x) .5: *22(*11*22(x)) — *22(x) 
therefore f22(x) = f 22(f .^f 22(x)). Since f22 is one-to-
one, x = % 22^} * frhe °*her cases are similar. Therefore
by Lemma 4.6 the functions are lattice isomorphisms. The
functions are continuous by Lemma 3*7 and its dual.
We remark that L is distributive since_P(L) = UC2,
as observed in the proof of Theorem 3*17* We continue 
with the notation, hypotheses, and hence conclusions of 
Lemma 4.7.
Lemma 4.8. Let qQ e C2\[0,1}. We define:
Po = *12(30)'
P2n_i = fi2Cfiifi2)n (clo)> n = 1, 2, .. .
P 2n = f22(f21*22) (qo)J n=l,2, ... ,
q2n-l = (fllf12)n (qo)J n = l,2, ... ,
0.2n = (*21*22) (q0)J n=l,2, ... .
Then Cp^^) and (^20-1) converge to 0 , and Cp2n)
and Cq2n] converge to 1 ; x e Implies < x < pQ ,
pQ < x < p2 or there _is an n > 1 such that < x <p2r)+2
or P^+i < x < p2n_1j similarly for x e C2 ,
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qo < x < q2, q^ < x < qQ , or there is an n > 1 such
1!H!; <J£.n < x < 92n+2 °r 1an+l ^  x ^  ^n-l '
Proof. Since 0 < qQ < 1 and the functions are all
one-to-one, pQ, p2n* q2n-l' 811(1 ^2n are a11
different from 0 and 1 . To show that tP2n_i^ converges 
to 0 , suppose not; i.e. suppose fP2n-l^ converges to 
p > 0; it converges since it is decreasing (Lemma 3*1)• 
Since f ^  is continuous, ffii(P2n-l^ converges to f-^fp) 
and Cf12(:fiiCP2n-l5) 3 converges to *i2fn(p}- 
definition fi2(fu  (Pgn-1^  = p2n-3 for a11 n > f12fll^p  ^<p 
for *'i2*'llfP) = P implies **11 (p) = *21 (^ 12^11 fp)) = ^21 p^ *^ 
This implies fn(p) s ci n C2 contrary to p ^ 0,1. Thus
(p2n_l3 has two distinct points of convergence which is
impossible. Hence fPgn-l^ converges to 0 . The other 
claims of convergence are proved in a similar manner. The 
remaining claims follow easily.
The next proposition appears in [11].
Proposition 4 .9. _If L jis _a distributive lattice 
and {x]_, . . . ,xn] and {yij...^ym } are meet-irredundant 
subsets of JP(L) such that x-^A...Axn = y-jA..,Aym j then 
C^ i * * * *.»3 = £yi***.j *
Suppose now that L and h' are two lattices 
satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 4.7 and that Cj, C2,
fliif2i, qc, etc., are as above for L and C2, f^-p
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f2iJ etc., are the corresponding chains, functions, and
elements of l/ . Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.10. L jLs topologically isomorphic to L'.
Proof. We define: Pq^ = fl [p1,p0] *
P02 =  ^[Pq^P2  ^ *
P2n-l,2n+l = C1 n tp2n+l,p2n-l^ « = 1,2, ... ,
P2n,2n+2 = C1 n [p2n,p2n+2^  n = l , 2,... .
We define Qq1, Qog" Q2n-l,2n+lJ and Q2n,2n+2 similarly 
using <l0>qi> etc. Primes are used to denote the correspond­
ing sets in L/.
Let *^*^ 02 "* P02 130 any order preserving homeomorphism 
from Pq2 onto Pq2 • By Lemma 4.6 cp is a lattice iso­
morphism. We define ot:L ■+ L f "by
i) a|PQ2 = cp ;
ii) a(0) = 0, a (1) = 1 , ot(qQ) = q£ j
iii) if x e Qq^, then a(x) = f-[j_cp f22(x) I
iv) if xe QQg, then a(x) = ^ 21^ f12 x^  ^ 5
v) if x e PQ1, then a (x) = f-[2f ^  cp f 22f 21(x) ;
vi) if xe Qgn-l,2n+l' then a (x) =
fllff12fll^ricp f22 f^21f22)n (x), n > 1, note
that a(x) = f^afggfx) ;
vii) lf x e ^ 2n, 2n+2J then a (x) =
that a(x) = f21af12(x) ;
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viii) if xe P2n.lj2n+1- then a <x) =
(f{2f£1 )n+1cp(f22f2 1 n^ + 1 X^ ^  note that
a(x) = ^12a ^ 21 x^  ^ 3 
ix) if x e Pgrij 2n+2* theri a (x) =
(f2Sf21 n^(pCf12fll)n fx ^  n > lj note that
a (x) = f22afU ^ x  ^ 5 
x) if xeL\(C^UC2), then a(x) = a(x-j_)Aa(x^ ),where
fx^,x2) is the unique meet-irredundant set such
that x^e Ciji = 1,2, and x = x^AXg (Theorem 1.11
and Proposition 4.9)-
We define p:l/-* L similarly letting PIpq2 = We
show a , hence p , is order preserving and p is the 
inverse of a .
!) a (Qk) = <3fc and a (Pk) = pk for a11 k = 0>1>2’ ■■■ • 
By definition a(qQ) = q^ , cp(pQ) = p', and cp(p2) = p2 . Since
qo 6 ^01' a^o) = fllcpf22tqo^  = f,llcP(p2  ^ = flltp2  ^ =
fllff22tqo^ = qo 5 Since qo G ^ 2  J
a(qo ) = f21Cf)f12tqo^ = ^ l ^ ^ o )  = f21^po^ = f 21 Cf1 2 tqo)) = qo ’ 
Since Pq e pQ2, a(pQ) = cp(pQ) = p's also pQ e P01; there­
fore oc(pQ) =f12f11cpf22f21(p0) =f12f11 cpf22f21(fl2(q0)) =
*12*11 cpf22 q^o^  = *1 2 ( 0  = po 1 the next t0 last etluality 
comes from the preceding argument involving qQ . Thus for
all definitions, a(qQ) = q' and ct(p0) = Pq *
Suppose that n = 2m, m >  1. Then qn = (f21f22^m q^o^
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and qn € Q2m-2,2m n Q2m,2m+2* For qn e Q2m-2,2m’
a (qn) = f2lff22f21 m^ 1 Cf>f12 :^fllf12 m^ 1 fqn^ = 
f21^ f22f21^ m 1 V f12(fllf12)ra 1ff21f22)mtqo^  = 
f21 f^22f21 m^ lcpf22fqo) = f21^22^21^ P^2  ^ =
f21 f^22f2l)m 1 tf22tqo ^  = ff21f22^m (qo^  = qn ' For
qn e Q2m, 2111+ 2 ' a (qn^ = f21 (f22f 2l)m^f12(fllf12)m (qn ^ =
f  2 1 1f  22f  21 m^cPf  1 2  ( f  l l f  12  ^ m ( f  2 1 f  22  ^  (■qo ) = f  21  ( f  22f  2 $ 1 2  ( q o )
= f2lff22f2l)m P^2^  =f2lff22:r2l)m ff22^qo ^  = (f21f22)m (qo)
= . The proofs for n = 2m-1 and for pn are similar.
Let x,y e L and y < x. We show that a(y) < a(x) .
2) Suppose x,y e .
The proof is by induction on the number k of Pn ,s
between y and x. If k = 0, then y and x belong to 
the same subinterval Pn of C-^ , and since all the 
functions in the composition which define a|pn ar® order 
preserving, a(y) < a(x) . Suppose that a(y) < a(x) 
whenever there are k' < k Pn 1s between y and x . 
Suppose now that y < Pn (i) < **‘<:-pn(k) < x * By the 
inductive hypothesis <x(y) < a (Pn (i)) and a (pn(l)) — a (x) > 
hence a(y) < a(x).
3) Suppose x,y e Cg .
The proof is similar to that in part 2).
4) Suppose x e Cj and y e  Cg.
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If x e PQ2, then y < fn(x); thus a(y) < a fi;L{x) =
*^11 ^  ^*22 ^ 11 = -^n ^  (x) ^ cp(x)=a(x). If x g Pqj or Ppn-l^ n-i-l
for some n > 1, then T22(y) — x * ^ence af,22(y) — a Cx) by
part 2)j cc(y) = fiiaf22(y) ^ af22(y)* Therefore a(y) <a(x).
Finally, suppose x e P ^  gn+2' Then V < fll(x )j thus 
a(y) _< af^jfx) < a(x). The last inequality holds because
a(x) = f22 af>ll(x) 311(1 a-fi;L(x) < f22(afi;L(x)) .
5) Suppose x e C2 and y e .
The proof is similar to that in part 4).
6) Suppose x e Cj and y = y-j_Ay2 € L\(C^U C2) .
Since L is distributive, x is prime; thus
either y^ < x or y2 _< x. Therefore a(y) = 
a(y1)Aa(y2) < a(y±), i = 1,2, and aCy^ < a(x) or 
a(y2) < a(x). Hence a(y) < a(x).
7) Suppose x = x1ax2 g LXfC-LU C2) and y e C2 .
Since y < x = x1ax2 < x±,i = 1,2, a(y)<a(x1)
-and a(y) < a(x2). Thus a(y) < a(x-j_)Aa(x2) = a(x).
8) Suppose x = x1ax2 and y = y-j_Ay2 e LXfCjU Cg).
Then yj < x-^ or y2 < x-j_ and y^ < xg or
y2 < x2, since x^ and x2 are prime. Thus a(y^) < afx-^ )
or a(y2) < a(x)]_) and ofy-^ ) < a(xg) or a(y2) < a(x2). In
any case a(y) = a(y-j_)Aa (y2) < a(x1)Aa(Xg) = a(x). We 
conclude that a(p) is order preserving on L(L#).
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It is clear from the definitions of a and p that
If a is restricted to U C2 t then p is an inverse
for a .
9) a(L\(Cx U C2))c L'\(c{u C£).
Let x = x^ax2 e LXfC-^uCg), where (x-^Xg) is
meet-irredundant, x^ e and Xg e Cg. If a(x) =
a(x1)Aa(x2) e C^U Cg , then a(x^) < a(x2) or afxg^afx^. 
Suppose cl(x )^ < a(x2);then x-^  = pa(xj) < Pa(x2)= x2 contrary to 
fx^,x2) being meet-irredundant. Similarly a(x2) < a(x^) 
is not possible. Therefore a(x) e L'\(C-£uC2) .
10) Let x = x^Ax2 e L\(C^UC2). By part 9) 
a(x^)Aa(x2) is the unique meet-irredundant representation 
for a(x) ; hence p (a(x)) = p (afx^ )) A p (a(x2)) = x-^ A x£ = x .
Hence p is the inverse of a , By Lemma 4.6 a is a 
lattice isomorphism.
11) a is continuous.
By Proposition 2.6 L and L/ both have small 
lattices; thus they have the Interval topology [44], i.e. 
the intervals [a,b] form a subbasis for the closed sets. 
Therefore to show that a is continuous we show 
a_1 ([a,b]) is closed for each [a,b] cL' . If [a,b] cL' , 
then [a,b] = M(a)fiL(b). Since a is a lattice isomorphism,
a_1(M(a)) = M(a-1(a)). Thus a-1(M(a)) is closed. Dually
— 1 —1a (L(b)) is closed; hence a” ([a,b]) is closed. Therefore
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a is continuous. Since L is compact and L / is 
Hausdorff, a is a homeomorphism.
Suppose now that P(L) = C^U C2 and P(L) = C^UB , 
where C-^ is an arc chain from 0 to 1, C2 U B is an arc
chain from 0 to 1, Cg fl B = {p) c L\{0,1), and
Ci D (CgUB) = {0,1). If l/ is another such lattice with
C^ , Cg, B7 and p/ the corresponding chains and point 
respectively, then we have:
Theorem 4.11. L is topologically isomorphic to i/ .
Proof. 'We define f21:Cl~¥C23 f12: C2_> cl,f21: C1 °2 * 
and f^2: C2 C1' as Lemma 4.7* By Corollary 4.5 f21 an<^
fgi are one-to-one; as in Lemma 4.7 ^*12^12^ 
inverse of f21^f21^* Since and Cg U B are closed
and C1 0 (C2 U B) = (0,1), by Lemma 3*7 f^l ^21 are
continuous. Dually f^g and f^2 are continuous.
Let cp: C-^ be any order preserving homeomorphism.
As noted in Theorem 4.10, cp is a lattice isomorphism. We 
define a:L -* L by
i) a | C-j^ = cp ,
ii) if x e C2, then a(x) = ^ 2 1 ^ 1 2 ^  3
iii) if x e L\(CjUCg), then a (x) = a(x^) Aa(xg),
where x-^ AXg Is the unique representation of x as a meet 
of meet irreducible elements. We define 0:L# L 
similarly with p|Cj = <p-1. To see that a , hence p , is
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order preserving, let x,y e L with x < y. Clearly 
a(x) < a(y) if x,y e C^  for i = 1,2.
1) Suppose x e C-^  and y e C2.
In this case, x < f12(y)j thus a(x) = cp(x) < cpf1 2 (y) <
f21 ^ f12 y^ ) =
2) Suppose x € C2 and y e C^ .
Prom the note following Corollary 4.5 y = lj hence 
a(x) < a(y).
3) All other cases follow precisely as part 6), part 7)* 
and part 8) of Theorem 4.10.
Part 9), part 10), and part 11) of Theorem 4.10 also 
hold here without modification. Thus a is a topological 
isomorphism from L onto i/.
The methods developed thus far may be used to complete 
the characterization of those lattices for which P(L) and 
P(L) are each the union of two arc chains and P(L)U P(L) 
is the union of two arc chains A and B with Afl B = {0,1) 
For the arc chain A we have five possibilities:
i) Acp(L)nP(L),
ii) An P(L) n P(L) = Cp3 and p / 0,1,
iii) A<=P(L) and AflP(L) is an arc chain from 0 to
p, 0 < p < 1 ,
iv) Ac P(L) and AflP(L) is an arc chain from p to
1, 0 < p < 1 ,
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v) AflP(L) 0 P(L) Is an arc chain from p to q ,
0 < p < q < 1 .
Since B also may satisfy any of these five conditions, 
there are twenty-five possible combinations for A and B. 
Theorem 4.1 shows that there is only one lattice (up to 
isomorphism) for which both A and B satisfy ii). By 
Theorem 4.10 there Is only one lattice for which both A 
and B satisfy I). From Theorem 4.11 there is only one 
lattice for which A satisfies i) and B satisfies ii).
By using combinations of the techniques of Theorem 
4.10 and Theorem 4.11 we can prove there is only one lattice 
for each of the following combinations:
1) A satisfies i) and B satisfies iii) ,
2) A satisfies ii) and B satisfies v) ,
3) A satisfies Ii) and B satisfies iii) ,
4) A and B both satisfy iii) .
The duals of 1), 3)j and 4) are of course also unique.
Combinations for which we may have non-isomorphic 
lattices are:
5) A satisfies i) and B satisfies v) ,
6) A and B both satisfy v) ,
7) A satisfies iii) and B satisfies v) ,
8) A satisfies iii) and B satisfies iv) ,
Suppose that L satisfies 5). Then a^ (p) and
II
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V[y e A:y < q) may be the same point of L , or they may 
be distinct points of L . Clearly a lattice in which they 
are equal cannot be isomorphic to one in which they are 
distinct.
II. Modular Lattices
Edmondson [24] has given an example of a modular 
non-distributive topological lattice. In this section we 
characterize this lattice.
Let L be a compact, connected topological lattice 
of breadth two such that w(P(L)) = 3- Then L cannot be 
distributive, for Baker and Stralka have proved [10] that 
L can be embedded as a sublattice of a product of two 
chains; thus by Proposition 3.12 w(P(L)) < 2 contrary to 
w(P(L)) = 3. However, by Theorem 1.10 L is modular. In 
this section we continue the investigations of Section II 
with the new hypothesis that w(P(L)) = 3- Throughout 
this section L will be a compact, connected, metric 
topological lattice of breadth two such that w(P(L)) = 3.
By Theorem 3-18 L where is a chain
In L . The next two lemmas Improve this result in certain 
cases.
3
Lemma 4.12. Suppose P(L) = and
i) C± is an arc chain, i = 1,2,3 j
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3
ii) P(L) = ^-jB^ B± is an arc chain, i = l,2,3 ,
iii) Ai = U is_ an arc chain from 0 to 1,
Ai n A j = (°'1J i / J» U  = 1^2,3 ,
iv) B1 (\Ci = (z±) ^ (0), i = 1,2,3 ,
v) Zia Zj = 0 if i ^ j, i,j = 1,2,3
Then B^ = [0,2.^ and B^ <= C^AC^ if i ^ j, i,j* = 1,2,3 .
Proof. Since z^ ^ 0 and z±^zj = 0, z± zj are
unrelated. Thus by Lemma 3.15 [O.z^] has breadth lj hence 
[0,z^] is an arc chain from 0 to z^. Since is a
connected chain from 0 to z^ , B ^ c [0,z^]. Hence by 
Theorem 3.16 B^ = [0,z^]. Clearly z^ACj is an arc chain 
from 0 to if i ^ j ; thus B^ = z^ACj c: C^a Cj .
Continuing with the hypotheses of Lemma 4.12 we state:
Lemma 4.13• .If p e L, then p belongs to at least
two of C-^ ACg, C^AC^, CgAC^ •
of them, say p e C-^ ACg . Then by Theorem 1.11 
p = x1Ax2ax^ = XjAXg, where xi = ai(p) for i =1,2,3 * 
Suppose that p belongs only to C^ACg ■ Then p < x^ax^ 
and p < x 2AX2*
For a first case we suppose there exists an x e C^ 
such that x < x^; then x-^AXgAx < p. Since L has 
breadth two, x^AXgAX = x-^ Ax or x^AXgAx = x2Ax .
Proof. Since p must belong to one
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Since is order dense, there exists a net fxa a^eD
converging to such that xQ < x^ and x^AXgAXg^ =
or xnAx0Ax_ = XaAx . Thus for some cofinal subset AcD,
-L d a  d a
xlAx2Aa “ xlAXa for a11 aGA or xlAx2Axa = x2Axa for a11
a e A. Suppose the former holds for all a e A. Then for
each a e A, (x-^Ax^p) e <, and { (x-^Ax^p) }acA converges
to (x^Ax^jP)* By Theorem 1.6 part i) (x-j^ Ax^ p^) e < ;
therefore x^Ax^ < p contrary to p < x-^ Ax^  . Thus there
is no x e such that x < ; hence x^ = z^ •
Consequently p < x^Ax^ = x^Az^ e [O^z^] = (by Lemma
4.12). Thus p e B^. By Lemma 4.12 B^ c C-^ AC^ ; hence
p belongs to C^AC^ contrary to the assumption that
p e ciaG2 only*
We note that Lemma 4.12 and Lemma 4.13 hold without 
the restriction n Aj = [0,1),
The lack of a unique representation in terms of meet 
irreducible elements in non-distributive lattices leads to 
difficulties when we attempt to use the methods of Section
I to define lattice homomorphisms. Our next goal is to
show the existence of an arc chain from 0 to 1 which 
we may use to overcome these difficulties.
Lemma 4.14. Let A = [y e L:y = a[ (x aC-jJH (CgAC^) ]
for some x e C^).
i) A _is an arc chain from 0 ^ o 1 ,
ii) x,yeA and x < y imply y e M(x)° .
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Proof. 1) If x,y e and x ^ y, then 
(xAC-^ )n (yAC^) = □.
Suppose not. Then there are elements xSy'e such
that xAx/ = yAy' . Since ■ C^AC^ is distributive (Theorem 
3.17), x = y and yf = y contrary to x ^ y. Hence 
(xAC1)n(yAC1 ) = □ .
2) A is a chain.
Let p,q e A ; then p = x a x # and q = yAy' with 
x,y e and x ,,y/ e C^ . Suppose x < y. Then
xAq = yAq = q, and since xAy' = xAq e (xAC-jjH (CgAC^) ,p.< xAq .
Thus p < q . Similarly q < p if y < x. Therefore A
is a chain.
3) A is order dense.
Suppose p,q e A and p < q. Let x,y e and
x',y/ e such that p = xAx* and q = yAy^ ■ By
part 1) and part 2) x < y. Since is order dense, we
choose z £ Cg such that x < z < y. Then
v = A[ (zACj)fl (CgAC^) ] is in A, and by part 1) and part
2) p < v < q. Thus A is order dense.
4) If p e A, then [p,x'] c CgAc^ for x' = a^(p).
Let x e [p,x*]. Then Z3AX e c CgAC^ , the 
containment from Lemma 4.12. Since CgAC^ is a sublattice 
(Theorem 3*17) and p,z^AX e CgAC^, pV(z^Ax) e CgAC^ . We
claim pv(z3Ax) = (pVz^Ax = x'Ax = x. The first equality 
is just the modularity of L and the last equality holds 
because x e [p,x7]. We show the middle equality. It Is
Let p e A. Then p = xAx' for some x e and
x 7 e C-^ . Let q = v[ (xAC-jJfi (C-^ ACg) ] ■ By the dual of part 4)
[z^Ax^q] c C-^ ACg. Since p,q both belong to the chain 
xAC-^p < q or q < p. If p < q, then p e [z^x^q]; thus 
p e CjACg. In this case, since p e (C^ AG^ )!! (CgAC^) by 
definitionj we are done. Suppose q < p ; x aC^ is order 
dense; consequently there exists v e xAC^ such that 
q < v < p  . From Lemma 4.13 v e CqACg or v e CgAC^. If
v e C-^ ACg, then q ^  v[ {xAC-j_)n (C^ACg) ]; if v e CgAC^ , then
p ^ A[ (xAC-]_)n (CgAC^) ] . In either case we reach a contra­
diction ; therefore p € C^ACg . Since p was arbitrary,
6) Let A7 = fye L:y= A[(xAC^)n(CgAC^)] for some xeCg}.
If x = x-j_ax2ax3 e A(xi = a±(x) for d = 1>2,3)>
If y = A[(x2AC^)n(CgAG^)] e A', then x = y.
Since x = x-^ AXg = x^Ax^, x a C^_ = (x -^ax2)aC^= (x -^ax -^ aC^
clear that PVz3 x * > dua  ^ Lemma 4.12
pVz^ e . If there is an x 7/ e such that pVz3 < x 7/<x
then p = x 7Ay' = x /7Ay7 contrary to part 1). Thus pVz^ = x7; 
hence the middle equality holds.
5)
A c;
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z-^ and x2 are not related; hence [z^Ax2,x2] has 
breadth one {Lemma 3*15)* Since [ z-^ ax2,x]c[ z^Ax2,x2] > the 
breadth of [z^ax^x] is one. Thus [z^Ax2,x] is an arc chain
from z^Ax 2 to x . Since (x^Ax ^ a C^  c  [z-^ax^ x ] and is
also an arc chain from ziAxg "k° x * by Theorem 3*16 
xaCi = [z^Ax2,x]. Similarly XAC-^  = [z^Ax^x], Thus 
x e (x2AC1)n(G2AG3); therefore y < x . Also
y e (x3AC1)n(C2AC3); hence x < y . Consequently x = y .
Let p = PjAp2AX3 e A ; thus p = p^Ap2 = p-^ AXg = pgAX3 .
q = A[ (x2AC1)n(C2AC3)]; therefore xe (xgAC^n (C2a G3) implies
By part 6) p = a [ (p2AC1)n(C2a c 3)]; thus by part 2) p < q .
We have then x3 = cr3 (p) < o3(q) = q3 . Consequently
x3 - q3> By part 6) p = q; q = x2Aq3 =x2AX3 = x . Therefore
x e A. Since x was arbitrary, Q {C a^ C. ) c A .
we have proved A is an arc chain.
9) If x,y e A and cr^ (x) = ai(y) = xi for least one 
i between 1 and 3 » then x = y.
Then x = xn a x 0ax where
xi = CTi(x) for  ^= -^2,3j imPlies x = x xax2 = x xax3 = xgAx3 .
Finally let q = q-^ Ax2Aq3 e A' . By definition of A' ,
Since each C^AC^ is compact, A is compact. Thus
01
If 1 = 3 ,  then the claim follows from Part 1). Since 
A = j cj_ACj), we may permute and in the
definition of A and still obtain A. Hence the claim for 
i = 1 and 1 = 2  follows by duality.
We now prove part ii). If x,y e A and x < y , then
by part 9) a^(x) < CTj.(y) for i = 1j2,3- By Theorem 4.1
C.AC. is isomorphic to C. x Cj with (a.(x), a.(x)) the
1 J 1 J 1 J
image of c k (x ) Acfj(x) = x under the isomorphism. Similarly
(cTj^ y)* Cj (y)) is the image of y . Since a±(x) < a±(y)
o
and <Lj(x) < a^(y), (oi(y),a;).(y)) e M((oi{x)J ^(x))) . This 
result is true for each i,j between 1 and 3 with i / j.
Consequently y e M(x)° in G^ACj for all i ^  j , and
since L = y £ M(x)° in L .
Let f:L -> A be defined by f (x) = V{y e A:y < x] . Since
x,y e A and x < y imply y e M(x)°, the duals of 
Corollary 4.5 and Lemma 3-7 imply ±*| C^ is a topological 
isomorphism with inverse jj 4 for i = 1,2,3 • We 
remark that for each x e L, f(c^(x)) is related to x for 
i = 1,2,3. This follows easily since ai(f(ai(x))= a^fx) 
and CTj(x ) is related to cr^ (f (a^fx)).
Lemma 4.15* If x = x-^ Ax^  = XgAx^ £ x-^ AXg, where 
xi = ai(x) f°r 1 = 1j2j3j then x = f(x1)ax^ = f(Xg)Ax^ and 
ffx-^ ) = f(x2). Furthermore f (x-^ )ax^  = f (y-j_) Ay^ if and 
only if x1 = y-^ and X3 = .
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Proof. It follows from part 8) of Lemma 4.14 that 
A = [yeL:y = a [ (xAC^)n (C^ACg) ] for some x e Cj}. Thus 
if f(x^) < x, then by part 4) of Lemma 4.14 
x e [f(x-j_)Jx1] c CjAC2 contrary to x £ C-^ ACg. Hence 
x < f(x1). This implies x = x-^ Ax^  < f(x^)Ax^- Since 
f (xx) <; Xi , f(x^)Ax^ <! x-^ Ax^  = x . Therefore x=f(x^)AX2 • 
Similarly x = ffxgjAx^. Since C^aC^ Is distributive 
(Theorem 3*17)# by Theorem 3*5 part 3) is a lattice
homomorphism on C^AC^. By Lemma 4.14 part 8) ffx-^ ) and 
f(x2) e C-j^ aC^ ; x^ e i thus (f (x.^ )) Aa1 (x^) = (f (x^ ) ax^)
= a1(f (x 2)ax )^ ) = a1(f (x2) Jact^ x )^ . Since 1 = z-^ Vz^  < a-^x^),
al^x3^  = 1 ' Hence CTi(^(xi)) = thus by part
9) of Lemma 4.14 ^(xi) = ^(x2)'
If x e A, then x = f(x.)a x . for i / jji^j =1,2,3*
J- J
If ffx-^x^ = ffy^Ay^, then XjAx^ = f (x-^ax^ = f (y-^Ay^ = 
ylAy3* Since giaC3 is distributive, this implies x1 = y! 
and x^ = y^ . Thus ffx^) = ffy-^ ).
We are finally ready to state the main theorem of 
this section.
Theorem 4.16. JEf L and L' are compact, connected, 
metric topological lattices with breadth two and 
w(P(L)) = w(P(L7)) = 3j and which both satisfy the hypotheses 
of Lemma 4.12, then L JLs topologically isomorphic to L/.
Proof. Let A, C^, B^, f, and be the sets and
6 9
functions of the preceding discussion for L and A C  
B£, f', and cr£ , the corresponding sets and functions for 
1/ . Let cp:A ■+ A' be any order preserving homeomorphism.
We define a:L -*■ L' by
i) a| A = cp ,
ii) if x e then a(x) = a£cpf(x),
iii) if x e U A]j then
a(x) = cpf (x. )a ai cpf(x .), where x = f ( x * ) A X .  =
J J ^  J
X1AX ., x± = 0±(x), X^. = Uj (x) .
By Lemma 4.15 if x = f(xk)Ax^, then f(xi) = f(xk) ; 
hence the definition of a is independent of the repre­
sentation chosen for x .
We show that a is an isomorphism on each C.a C. for
J- J
i ^ j. For convenience suppose i = 1 and j = 2.
1) If x = x-^ AXg ^  A, then a(x) / A'.
Suppose a{x) € A'. By definition
a(x) = cpf(xj)Ao^cpf(xg) or a(x) = cpf (x2) Aa£cpf (x-^ ) ; thus
either cpf (x^) Aa2cpf (x2) = cpf (x') or cpf (x2) Acr£cpf (x^) = cpf (x')
for some x' e C-^ . Suppose a(x) = cpf (x-^ )Acr^ cpf (x2); then 
cpf (x^ _)Acr^ cpf (x2) e c£aC2 which is distributive; as noted 
in the proof of Lemma 4.15 cr£ is a lattice homomorphism 
on c£ a c2 . Hence c ^ f  (x^) .= cr£cpf (xj) Al = CT^ pffx-j) (a2cpf(x^ )) 
= c£ (cpf (x1 )Aa2cpf (x2) ) = a£cpf(x'). This implies 
f(x^) = f (xr) since a£ and cp are one-to-one. Thus 
cpf (x-j^ ) ACT2cpf (x2) = cpf(x-j_) which implies cpf (x^) < o2cpf (x2 );
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hence (xi) < c2cpf(x2). This implies f(x^) < f(xp)
since both a2' and cp are order preserving. Since
we assumed x = ffx-^AXg, x = (f (x-^ )Ax2)Af (x2) = f (x^ ) c A.
But x / A. We obtain a similar contradiction if 
x = f(x2)Axj . Thus a (x)^ A* .
2) If x = x-^ Axg / Aj then a(x) = a(x1)Aa(x2).
If x = xi^x2 / A> then x = f(x^)Ax2 or
x = f(x2)Ax-j_. From part 1) it follows that f(x2)< f(x^) 
or f(x1 ) < f(x2); also a(x) ft a'. Suppose x = f(x-j_)Ax2 ; 
thus f(x2) < f(x1 ). In L', a (x1 ) A a(x2) = cr-[ cpf (Xj)Aa2cpf (x^ ) 
and a (x ^)a<x (x 2 ) = a£cpf (x1)Acp f (x2) or a(x-L)Aa(x2) =
cpf (x^)A<j2cpf (x2). The latter is a(x) ; hence suppose
cr^ cpf (x^) Aa^cpf (x^ = a£cpf (x1 )Acpf (x2). Using the homomorphism 
property of a£ on C^ACg, cr£cpf(x-^ ) = a^cpf(x1 )Al =
o^ cpf (xi)Aa{(a2cpf (x2)) = a£(a{cpf (x1 )Aa^cpf (x2)) = 
a£(a£cpf(x1 )Acpf(x2)) = a£<pf(xx)Aa£cpf(x2) < a£cpf(x2). Again 
since a£ and cp are order preserving f(x-L) _< f(x2). This 
contradicts f(x2) < f(x-]_). A similar contradiction is 
reached if x = f(x2)Ax^. Thus a(x) = a(x2_)Aa(x2).
We show a is order preserving on CjACg. let
x,y e C-^ ACg and x < y. We consider six cases.
a) Suppose x,y e A.
Then a(x) = cp(x) < cp(y) = a(y) .
b) Suppose x,y e i = l,2.
Then f(x) < f(y)j thus by part l)cpf (x) < cpf (y);
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hence a(x) = o^ cpf(x) < o'cpf(y) = a(y)*
c) Suppose x e and y e Cg (or x c Cp and y c .
Then 1 = z^Vz2 < y* Thus a(x) < a(y).
d) Suppose x e C±,y e (C1AC2)\(C1 U Cp).
This is not possible since M(x) = [x,l]cC^ .
e) Suppose x e (C^AC2)\ (C^ U Cp) and y € 0^,1 = 1,2.
Then x = x^AXg = f (x-j_) Axg or x = f(Xg)Ax^ ; since
C^ACp is distributive, y is prime; thus xiAX2 = x < y  
implies x^ < y or x2 < y* Hence f (x^ _) < f (y) or 
f(Xp)< f(y). Then cpf(xi) < a^cpf(x±)< o^ cpf(y) = a(y). It 
is easily verified that for any combination such as ye C^ , 
x = ffx-j^AXg, and x-^  < y, a(x) < a(y).
f) Suppose x,y e  (CjACgJX (C-l (J C2) .
We consider three possibilities .
i) If x / A and y e A, then a(x) ^ cpffx.^ ) <
cpf(yi) = a(y) since x^ = a± (x) < a± (y) = y± for i=l,2.
ii) If x e A and y / A, then a(x) = cpf (x^) < 
<pf(yi)Acpf (y2) < a(y).
iii) If x,y / A, then x^ < y^ implies 
afx^ < a(yi) for i = 1,2. Thus by part 2) a(x) = 
a(x1 )Aa(x2) < a(y1)^a(y2) - a(y). Thus a. is order pre­
serving on CjACg. Similarly a is order preserving on
C-^ AC^  and C2aC^. If {3:1/ •* L is defined as a , but
with $|A' = cp” , then p is also order preserving on 
Cia C^,i / j and i,j = 1,2,3* Clearly p is the inverse1 fJ
of a|(AUC^UC2); hence the proof that P is the inverse
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of a on C-^ ACg is the same as that given in part 10) of 
Theorem 4.10.
Now suppose x,y e L. By Lemma 4.13 there exist i
and j such that x,y e C-AC-. By Lemma 4.15 a(x) and
-L J
a(y) are independent of the representations chosen for x
and y . Thus since a is an isomorphism on C.AC.j by
**■ J
Lemma 4.6 a(xVy) = a(x)Va(y) and a(xAy) = a(x)Aa(y).
Hence a is an isomorphism on L . As in Theorem 4.10 a is 
continuous on each of C^ACg, C-^ aC^ , and CgAC^ j hence a
is continuous on L . Therefore a is a homeomorphism.
We do not attempt to completely catalogue the lattices 
for which w(P(L)) = 3- The methods used in Theorem 4.16
do not readily extend to all cases. Some of these lattices
are not isomorphic even when the three distributive sub­
lattices are unique in the sense of Section I. An example 
will be discussed at the end of this section.
We give one further example which is unique.
Let L be a compact, connected, metric topological
lattice of breadth two such that
i) .P(L) = an arc chain from to 1 ,
0 < z^ < 1 for i = 1,2,3 j
ii) 01 r\ C± = {1) for i = 2,3,
iii) C2 nC3 = [u,l], z± < u < 1,1 = 2,3 ,
iv) P(L) = B^ an arc chain from 0 to
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i — 1,2,3,
v) Bx n Bi = {0} for i = 2,3 ,
vi) B2 n = [0,z], 0 < z < z^ 1 = 2,3 ,
vil) ZgAz^ = z, ZgVz^ = z-^ az^  = 0, z-jVz^  = 1 for 
i = 2,3.
¥e show that S = [z,u] satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.16. Using the methods of Section I together with 
Theorem 4.16 it follows readily that L is unique.
Lemma 4.17. The sublattice S satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 4.15-
Proof. Let z„ = x  au, where x„ = an(z). Then o o o lx /
Z0AZ2 = x q Au a z 2 = xoAz2 " z * Tlrie las  ^equality holds
since z e B2. Similarly z0Az^ = XQAZ3 = z • Now zoVz2 =
(xqAu)vz2 = (xQVz2)Au = Iau = u. Similarly zQVz^ = u .
Since u and xQ are not related, by Lemma 3*15
[zQ,u] has breadth one. Thus [zQ,u] is an arc chain. Hence
any element of [zQ,u] is meet irreducible in S . Let
= [zQ,u] and c£ = [z^,u] for i = 2,3. We show that
3
P(S) = . Clearly C? c P(S) for i = 1,2,3* Suppose
3
x e S\^y^C^). Then x £ P(L )* By Theorem 1.11 x = x^AXj 
for some i,j between 1 and 3 * If x = x^Ax2, then 
xQ < Xq_ and x2 < u; thus x = (x-]_au)ax2 € C ^ A x  £ xiAu 
and x £ x2 . If x = x-^ax^, then x = (x1Au)ax^ e C^aC^ 
and x £ x-j_au and x £ x^« Finally if x = x2ax^, then
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x e C^AC^ and x / xgJ x / x^* Thus if x / ^Uici * then
_ ^
x i J?(S). Dually P(S) - where = [z,zQ] and
= [ZjZ^] for i = 2,3. It is easily verified that S 
together with the chains and i =1,2,3, satisfy
the hypotheses of Theorem 4.16.
If we change condition i) and iv) to = B-^  and 
is an arc chain from 0 to 1, then zQ may belong
to or zQ may belong to L\C-^  . Clearly a lattice
where zQ e cannot be isomorphic to a lattice where
z q  £  L \ •
III- Minimal Connected Lattices
In this section we let L be a compact, connected, 
modular, metric topological lattice. We do not assume that 
L has finite breadth. If A is a finite sublattice of
L and A is a chain, then clearly a minimal compact,
connected sublattice of L which contains A is an arc 
chain from AA to VA. If a and b are not related, 
then A = faAb,a,b,aVb] is a distributive sublattice of L. 
Let S be a minimal compact, connected sublattice of L 
which contains A .
Theorem 4.18. S _is topologically isomorphic to the 
product of two arc chains.
Proof. Since [aAb,aVb] is a compact, connected
sublattice of L which contains A, [aAb,aVb] contains
s . Thus we may assume aAb = 0 and avb =1. By the
dual of Theorem 1.8 there exist arc chains T from a to 
1 and T 7 from b to 1 in S . We show S = T a T 7 .
Since < T U T /> is a compact, connected sublattice 
of L which contains A, S c <TUT'>; hence S is 
distributive since < T U T ;> is [11]. As noted in the 
proof of Theorem 3*17* we only need to show that tvt' eTaT 
whenever teT and t ' e T 7. Now teT and t' eT' imply 
a < t and b < t' ; thus 1 = avb < tvt7. Therefore 
tvt7 = 1 e TAT7. Thus T a T 7 is the sublattice <TUT'> 
and T A T ' c s  ; consequently S = T A T 7 . Clearly S has 
breadth two. We need to show that P(S) = T U T 7. Since 
S = T A T 7, J? (L) c  T U T 7. Let t e T  and suppose t = pAq 
with p e T and q e T7. Then t < q; hence l = aVb<.q .
Therefore q = 1 and t = p which implies t e _P(S).
Similarly T'cp(S). By Theorem 4.1 S is topologically 
isomorphic to T x T 7.
Suppose now that A = {0,a,b,c,l) where aVb = aVc=bVc 
and aAb = aAc = bAc = 0. Again we let S be a minimal 
compact, connected sublattice of L which contains A .
We wish to show that S is the lattice of Theorem 4.16. We 
assume there exists an arc chain T from a to 1 in S 
such that for each teT, t = aV (cA(bV(aA(cv(bAt)) ) )). The 
proof that such an arc chain exists is due to Lawsonj
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however, we do not include the proof here.
Let T' = bv(aA(cV(bAT))) and T" = cV(bAT); then 
T ' is an arc chain from b to 1 in S j and T" is an arc 
chain from c to 1 in S .
Lemma 4.19* For each t * e T * t 
t' = bv (aA(cV (bA (av(cAt*))))) ; for each t" e T" , t " = 
cv (bA (av (cA (bV (aAt,l ))))).
Proof. Let t' e T 7 ; then for some t^ e T , 
t 7 = bvfaAfcVfbAt-^))), Thus bv(aA(cV(bA(aV(cAt '))))) = 
bv(aA(cV(bA(aV(cA(bV(aA(cv(bAt-^))))))))) = 
bV(aA(cV(bAt-^))) = t' since aV(cA{bV(aA(cV(bAt-L))))) = t^ 
by hypothesis.
Let t" e T 77 then for some tg e T, t" = cv(bAtg).
Thus cv(bA(av(cA(bV(aAt7/ ))))) = cv(bA(av(cA(bv(aA(cv(bAtg))))))) 
= cv(bAt2) = t 7/ j since av(cA(bv(aA(cv(bAt2))))) = t2 .
Since < T U  T' U T"> is a compact;, connected sub­
lattice of L which contains A, S c < T U T ' U  T W > . Also
TUT'UT"<=S ; hence < T u T ' U T " >  c S . Thus S is
generated by TUT' u T '7 . We show S has breadth two.
Let t^ _ e Tj bv(aA{cv(bAt^))) e T7 j and 
cv(bAt2) e T /7 j where tg and t^ e T . Suppose that t-j_
and t2 are less than or equal to t^ ; then
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t-j A(c’V(bAtp)) A (bv(aA(cv(bAt^)))) =
I.^ Af (cA(bv(aA(cV(bAt^))))) V (bAt2)l by modularity arid 
bAtQ < b . Since = aV(cA(bv(aA(cv(bAt3))))), cAt^ = 
cA(aV(cA(bv(aA(cv(bAt^)))))) = (cAa)v(cA(bV (aA(cvfbAt^ )))))
= cAfbVfaAfcVfbAt^))))j the second equality by modularity* 
and the last since cAa = 0. Thus we have 
t-j_A[ (cA(bv (aA (cv (bAt^)))) )v (bAt2) ] =
t^f (cAt3)V(tAt2)] = t-j^Af (cv(bAt2) )At3] = t1A(cv(bAt2)); the 
second equality by modularity and bAt2 < t2 <; t^ * and 
the last by t^ < t^. By Lemma 4.19 the preceding argument 
yields t = t-^ A (cV (bAtg)) A (bv (aA (cv (bAt^))))
= t-^ A (bV (aA (cV (bAt3)))) when . > and
t = (cv(bAt2))A(bv(aA(cVfbAt^)))) when t2*t3 < t^ . We
have proved:
Lemma 4 .20. The breadth of S jis two.
By Theorem 3.19 tat', TAT7' * and T7 AT77 are 
distributive sublattices of S . By the dual of Theorem 
3.17 (bAT)V (aAT") is a sublattice of S ; in fact 
(bAT) V (aAT" ) = TAt' . Similarly TAT77 = (aAT") V (caT#) and 
t'aT7' = (bAT) V (cat7 ). It follows that 
S = (TaT7) U (TaT /7 ) U (t'at'7 ). Thus by arguments similar
to those in Theorem 4.18, P(S) = TUT7 U T W . It is now 
easily verified that S satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 
4 .12.
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